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NAACP Asks County To Desegregate Schools
• Regional Council To
Study Cause Of Low
Voter Registration
ATLANTA, Ga. — The Vot-
er Education Project, a new
program to study the causes
of law voter registration in
the South, and to ascertain
the most effective methods for
increasing the southern elec-
torate, was announced here
today by the Southern Re-
gional Council.
The Project, with headquar-
ters in Atlanta, is headed by
Wiley A. Branton, formerly of
Pine Bluff, Ark. He has been
ak in private law practice and
has also been active in civil
rights cases for a number of
years.
The special interest of the
Project, according to Branton,
will be "to study the most ef-
fective methods of bringing
more Southerners into voter
participation. Over a two-year
period we shall observe and
analyze the voter registration
program's of other agencies in
order to collect our data. When
necessary, we shall grant
funds to other agencies to
make possible programs which
we believe will advance the
study."
NON
-VOTERS
Branton pointed out that
discussions had already been
*
held with the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement
of Colored People, the Nation-
s/ Urban League, the Congress
of Racial Equality, the South-
ern Christian Leadership Con-
ference, and the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Commit-
tee. "Each of these agencies,"
he said, "is now planning
greatly enlarged registration
programs in the South. These
organizations have pledged
their cooperation with our
Project."
The Project will also work
cooperatively with other re-
sponsible groups carrying on
voter registration programs.
"The largest group of non-
voters in the South," said
Branton, "are Negroes, espe-
cially in the Deep Sout h.
There will be no true democ-
racy in the South until they
become active citizens.
SOUTH'S PEOPLE
The Project will support,
within the limits of its abil-
ity, any voter registration
programs which accord with
our research interest."
The Southern Regional
Council reported also that the
aims of the Voter Education
Project have been endorsed
by the Chairmen of the Demo-
cratic and Republican Nation-
al Committees, as well as by
a number of private organi-
zations interested in a more
democratic franchise. These
endorsers include the Ameri-
can Friends Service Commit-
tee, the American Jewish
Committee, the American
Jewish Congress, the Episco-
pal Society for Cultural and
Racial Unity, the National
Catholic Conference for Inter-
racial Justice, the National
Catholic Welfare Conference,
the National Council of the
Churches of Christ, and the
Negro American Labor Coun-
cil.
The Southern Regional
Council is an organization of
white and Negro Southerners
formed in 1944 to advance
"equal opportunity for all the
South's people."
Sugarmon May
Cast Vote For
William Farris
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
jr., who ran for the office of
Commissioner of Public Works
for the city of Memphis in
1959, may cast a vote for Wil
ham Farris, the victor, in the
gubernatorial race on Aug. 2.
But there is a big IF con-
nected to the Sugarmon vote
right now. He will get behind
Bill Farris in the race for gov-
ernor of the state of Tennessee
if the 39-year-old office seeker
wins the suport of the Shelby
County Democratic club.
"It's too early to say who
the club will support in the
race," Atty. Sugarmon said,
"but we will gladly consider
Mr. Farris along with the
other candidates."
At this stage of the cam-
paign, he said, the club has
within its ranks members who
favor the re-election of Ex-
Governor Frank Clemen t,
some who want the club to
back Olgiati, as well as mem-
bers who want to see Farris
in the seat now occupied by
Governor Buford Ellington.
Atty. Sugarmon said he be-
lieved that it will be a "hard
row to hoe" for a candidate
from West Tennessee to be
elected.
He said the club will dis-
cuss the men and the issues
and reach an agreement be-
fore announcing its support
for a candidate.
Books On Exhibit
The City-Wide Librarians
association is sponsoring an
exhibition at Douglass High
School's library. Teachers,
parents and students are in-
vited to view the "Books On
Exhibit."
Douglass High School—
Football Captain Helps Tackle Hard-One--A Robber
Two Douglass High school
students were the heroes of
North Memphis on Sunday
when they risked their lives
to chase down and capture the
robber of a sundry store.
The students were James
Lee of 3046 Mt. Olive, captain
of the school's football team
dier.k the past season and a 16-year-
old senior; and David McGee,
2984 Chelsea, a 17-year-old
freshman at the school.
According to Lee, he and
McGee were walking by the
Sarah Ann shop at 3088 Mt.
Olive about 8:30 a.m. when
They noticed the proprietor,
Leon White, 55, holding on to
the coattail of a 25-year-old
man later identified as Joe C.
Cartwright of 1211 N. Manas-
sas.
Cartwright, he said, had a
brick hammer in his hand and
White was covered with blood.
TOOK UP CHASE
Lee said that he and McGee
perceived that a robbery had
taken place, and when Cart-
wright broke away from White
and started running, McGee
said, "Let's catch him."
"The man started jumping
and climbing over fences," Lee
recalled, "and before long he
had gotten out of sight.
Ai He said, "David went one
VW Way and I went the other,
hoping that we would catch
him. I figured the man was
hiding behind one of the
houses.
HEARD DOG BARK
"About that time a dog
started barking at the man we
were chasing."
•
"Face In a Crowd"
In Your
Tri-State Defender
Watch For A New
Feature
Starting April 21
Photographs For
"Face In A Crowd"
WIll Be Made By
Billy Duncan
In A Crowd
Prizes Will Be Awarded
If Your Face Is Found
"He started running again,
and leaped over about three
fences with us right behind
him."
Lee said they captured the
man they asked him what had
happened and he told them
Jazz Workshop
Expected To
Be A Sellout
Fred Cook's Jazz Workshop,
which attracted a near-capac-
ity crowd last year, will be re-
peated April 19 in Bruce Hall
on the LeMoyne college cam-
pus. Sponsored by the college's
Student Council, the jazz ses-
sion will get underway at
8:30 p.m.
Cook, of WREC and Mem-
phis' No. 1 expert on jazz, has
engaged three outstanding
bands for the workshop—The
Memphians, a 17-piece aggre-
gation; Tom Ferguson's Sex-
tet, and Honey Moon Garner's
Trio,
The Memphians, a modern,
big band, is jazz at its best.
Several members of the out-
fit also perform with Larry
Muhoberac's orchestra which
played in the first workshop
at LeMoyne last year. T h e
Memphians ork appeared in
the Memphis Arts Festival
and has played in other work-
shops conducted by Mr. Cook.
Tom Ferguson is band di-
rector at Memphis State uni-
versity and one of the best
jazz pianists in this area. His
is the typical small band jazz
outfit.
Honey Moon Garner, a disc
jockey at WDIA, is well
known in jazz circles and will
match his skill on the ivories
against that of Pianist Fergu-
son. The blending of his pi-
ano with drums and bass is
real swinging a n d close to
home jazz.
Tickets will be on sale at
LeMoyne's Business Office
and Goldsmith's Central Tic-
ket Office at the end of the
 ml" week.
that White had started a fight
with him.
When they told him they
were going to take him back to
the Sundry store to see what
the owner had to say, Cart-
wright broke away and started
running again.
RESCUED ROBBER
The two boys caught up with
the accused robber in the back-
yard of Mr. and Mrs. David
Dickens, of 1627 Pope St., and
were using sticks on h i m
in an effort to make him re-
turn to the scene of the rob-
bery.
Mrs. Dickens said that when
she looked out the window
and saw the two boys, both of
whom she knew, beating the
man, she asked them to stop.
Lee explained they were
trying to hold him for police,
but Mrs. Dickens insisted that
they let him come into her
home, while they remained
outside.
Mrs. Dickens said, "I was
afraid they might get them-
selves in trouble, so I brought
him inside."
WOMAN HELD HIM
Mrs. Dickens said Cart-
wright attempted to escape
from her, but she stopped him
while her husband phoned for
police.
Why didn't Mr. Dickens hold
the man while she called po-
lice?
"My husband had a stomach
operation last year," Mrs.
Dickens explained.
Police arrived, and Cart-
wright was booked on charges
of assault to murder and rob-
bery with a deadly weapon.
White was injured, but was
treated and released.
SAW MAN THURSDAY
Lee said that he had seen
Cartwright loitering in front
of his home last Thursday
night, and had gone out and
told the man he would like for
him to move on, and he did.
The student was co-captain
of the football team during
his junior year and captain
while a senior.
He hopes to enter either
Southern Illinois university or
Arkansas State college this
fall.
DISCUSSING YMCA drive
are the above men who par-
ticipated in the Kick-off
Drive of the 1962 annual
Membership campaign of the
Teacher Tests To
Be Given June 23
Persons planning to take the
National Teachers Examina-
tion June 23 at LeMoyne Col-
lege or at Memphis State Uni-
versity must file applications
no later than May 12.
Application blanks may be
secured from either LeMoyne
or MSU, and completed ap-
plications with an $11 fee
must be returned to one of
the two institutions. Complet-
ed applicatidos and the fees
will be sent by the two schools
to Educational Testing Serv-
ice no later than May 12.
Teacher Insulted
Al Gas Station
A city public school teacher
accused a white service sta-
tion attendant at Crump blvd.
and Walnut at. of calling her
a "b / a c k s-o-b" last week
when she attempted to use a
restroom marked "Ladies."
The Porter school teacher,
Mrs. Robert Lee Britt, 1396
Ledger rd., told the Tri-State
Defender that she stopped to
purchase gasoline and ciga-
rettes when she inquired of a
Negro attendant how to get
to the ladies restroom. She
said he handed her a key. Aft-
er it would not open the door
marked "Ladies," she said she
asked the white attendant,
who replied, "The key is for
that restroom in the back un-
marked." You had the right
one. The one marked "ladies"
is for white women," he re-
plied.
Mrs. Britt said she ex-
plained, "I wish I had known
that before purchasing gas and
cigarettes h e r e. I will not
spend anymore money here."
She said as she was about to
leave the attendant said, "I
don't want your money—you
black s-o-b." She said she con-
sulted her attorney about the
matter.
PRESENTS RESEARCH RE-
PORT - Walter T. Bond, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Bond
of Somerville, senior medical
student at Meharry Medical
college in Nashville. partici-
pated in the school's seventh
annual Research Program re-
cently. His paper was entitled,
"Effects of Antibodies on the
Gross and Microscopic Ap-
pearances." Other West Ten-
nessee students who partici.
paled in the program w a r •
Joseph W. Gray and Leroy
Thompson of Memphis.
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA.
Left right are: J. T. Chand
ler, chairman of the board of
managers: George W. Lee
who gave the keynote ad-
dress and R. J. Roddy, gen-
eral chairman of this year's
drive. (Staff Photo).
Abe Scharff YMCA Campaign
The 1962 annual Member-
ship Drive at the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA got off to a
good start when. $513 was re-
ported at the Kick-off meet-
ing held at the YMCA last
Friday night.
R. J. Roddy, principal at
Woodstock school, who is•gen-
eral chairman of the drive,
said "we must all contribute
to the YMCA because it is a
very poten.. eofluence in any
community."
Giving the keynote address
was George W. Lee, manager
of the local Atlanta Life In-
surance company, who said:
"you cannot advance the cause
of first class citizenship when
you are doing so little for
your charity institution."
He went on to say: "We can
march back from our sit-ins,
freedom marches and boycotts
LESTER ROSEN
and help the cause of young
boys in the YMCA because it
is an institution dedicated to
building character and Chris-
tianity in young men."
REPORTING TO THE DRIVE
R. J. Roddy $ 25
A. C. Williams . ..... . 100
J. T. Lanier  25
H. L. Jackson ......  25
Dr. Cooper Taylor  25
P. C. McMillian  65
Ezra Ford   13
J. T. Chandler . ...... 25
Elder Blair T. Hunt  
 25
Rev. John C. Mickle   15
Prescott Fisher 
  15
Rev. Samuel H. Herring  25
Ernest Brazzle   15
George A. Stevens  25
James Leaks  15
Guy E. Hoffman  25
J. H. Roland  25
Frank T. Scott  25
WILLIAM G. PORTER
Two-Day Sales Clinic Is Being
Planned By 3 Organizations
A two-day course and work-
shop in Salesmanship is being
sponsored at Owen college
May 4-5. The course, open to
persons already in the selling
field, high school and college
students as well as the public.
It will be conducted by top
personalities in "Sales."
This Sales Training Course
will be sponsored jointly by
The Omnibus 100 Club, Owen
college, and the Tri-State De-
fender Newspaper. The course
will be open to persons who
are interested in furthering
their "Sales" knowledge, from
experts who have attained an
outstanding position in the
selling field.
Feature speakers on the pro-
gram and conducting this
clinic will be, Udell Turpin, di-
rector of special markets for
Remington-Rand Corp; Dr.
Wayland Tonning, professor of
marketing and sales at Mem-
phis State University; Bill
Porter , assistant to the vice-
president of marketing for An-
heuser-Busch of St. Louis, Mo.
Any person interested in this
field can take this course and
a certificate will be presented
to those attending this two day
Sales Course.
The cost for the two-day
course will be $9 including the
text book, luncheon and the
coffee breaks service.
A Scholarship will be
awarded to some student or
person who is interested in the
Field of Sales. Also participat-
ing on this program are the
following:
Lester Rosen, CLU, Million
Dollar Roundtable;
B. G. Olive, vice-president of
Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany;
George Morse, director of the
Better Business Bureau of
Memphis;
Lonnie Walker, district man-
ager North Carolina Mutual
Insurance Company;
Bob Honore, account execu-
tive WHBQ-TV;
Lewis Twigg, president
Union Protective Life Insur-
ance Company;
, Jesse H. Turner. CPA Tri-
State Bank of Memphis.
Enroll by calling Owen Col-
lege Business department, JA
5-1373, the Tri-State Defender,
JA 6-8397 or Omnibus 100-
Club at JAckson b-3068. See
an application form on anoth-
er page.
Nashvillian Visits
A Nashville athletic instruc-
tor, S. L. Hall who is also the
president of the Southeastern
district, was recently the
weekend guest of Mrs. Myrtle
Reed of 101 S. Parkway East.
Seek To Discuss Plans
Of Desegregation With
County School Board
The NAACP this week
asked the Shelby County
Board of Education for a
meeting to discuss ways and
means of desegregating ele-
35th Ward Club
To Hear Rickey
Senator Albert Rickey is
expected to address the 35th
Ward Civic club during its reg-
ular meeting at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 5 at Person
Avenue Baptist church, 218 W.
Persons ave., announces t h e
president of the club, T. R.
McLemore.
The state senator will dis-
cuss the Shelby County Unity
plan — a proposal of consili-
dation of the county and city
government. A question and
answer period will follow his
speech.
The public is urged to at-
tend the meeting.
mentary and high schools un-
der its jurisdiction.
Accompanying the letter ad-
dressed to Atty. Percy W. Mc-
Donald, chairman of the board,
was a petition signed by 307
parents of 884 children who
had authorized the NAACP to
represent them in desegrega-
tion procedures.
The local branch added that
it regretted that the action
was necessary, "however, it is
evident that the Shelby Coun-
ty Board of Education has ig-
nored the Constitution of the
United States, as intepreted by
the Supreme Court of the
United States, specifically in
the desegregation school cases
of 1952 and 1955."
THE LAST MINUTE
In the letter signed by S. B.
Kyles, chairman of the
branch's Education Commit-
tee, the organization said, "we
call your attention to the fact
(See SCHOOL, Page J)
Dr. J. E. Burke, Noted
Dentist, Dies Of Heart
Attack In Forrest City
<1'
DR. I. E. BURKE
FORREST CITY, Ark. —Fu-
neral services for Dr. John
Emerson Burke, one of the
city's best known and SUCCORS-
ful dentists, were held here
on Saturday afternoon at First
Baptist church with the pas-
tor, Rev. L. G. Moore, deliver-
ing the eulogy. ca.
Dr. Burke, 64, died on Tues-
day, March 27, while working
in his Main street office. He
had just extracted a patient's
toot h. it was reported, and
collapsed before he could com-
plete the operation. Death was
attributed to a heart attack.
The dentist and his wife,
Mrs. Thelma Williams Burke,
were well-known in business
and social circles of the Mid-
South, and were frequent via-
(See DENTIST, Page 2)
LeMoyne And Harvard
Debate Friday Night
The debate teams of Le-
Moyne college and Harvard
university clash here Friday
night, April 6, at 7 o'clock in
Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
campus. The debate will be
free to the general public.
The teams will argue the
- - — —
U. G. HARVEY
national collegiate debate top-
ic, "Resolved: That Organized
Labor Should Be Subject to
the Jurisdiction of Anti-Trust
Laws."
LeMoyne, defending the af-
firmative, will be represented
by Ulysses Grant Harvey, a
sophomore, of 1226 S. Welling-
ton at., and Willie Ray Terry,
a senior, of 119 Modder.
Debate coach at LeMoyne
is Prof. Waymond Saylor, a
faculty member of the col-
lege's department of social
sciences.
Arguing the negative side of
the Question for Harvard will
be J. Eugene Marans, a sen-
ior from Butte, Mont., and
James E. Haber, a freshman
from Pittsburgh.
Marans will be graduated
with honors in June and SO
on to Harvard Law School
next September. He has been
a member of the Harvard
Varsity Debate Council since
1960 and is on the staff of the
Harvard Crimson.
Haber won the Pennsylva-
nia High School Debate Cham-
pionship in 1961 while a sen-
ior at Shady Side academy in
Pittsburgh. Besides being ac-
tive in the Haryard Debate
Council, he sings in the glee
club, teaches jazz at a near-
by prison and participates in
student musical and dramatic
productions.
Seek To Change
Hospital Bias
NEW YORK — An Orange-
burg, S. C., Negro mother and
her 13-year-old daughter ini-
tiated a desegregation suit
against the city's public hos-
pital today.
Gloria Rackley and her
daughter, Jamelle, in a com-
plaint filed by NAACP Legal
Defense Fund attorneys in Co-
lumbia. S. C., asked the Fed-
eral District Court for the
Eastern District of South
Carolina to enjoin the Orange-
burg Regional hospital from
treating and servicing Negroes
on a segregated basis.
"ff
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-4-' PEGGY JEAN DAVIS INA FAY! EDWARDS BERNESTINE PREWITT PAULETTE CLEMENTS FRANKIE SHORTER
They Will Wear White Gowns And Carry Red Bouquets
The above five debutants
alqng with 35 others will wear
OW traditional white gowns
and carry a red bouquet when
they are "introduced to so-
ciety" during the 1982 Debu-
tarite Ball at the Casino, May
4. rhe annual event is soon-
soiled by the Memphis Kappa
0A ha Psi fraternity.
he debutantes "during
1
'r first real late night out"
will be escorted by young
..x.eattired in formal evening
.'Miss Paulette Clements,
:Vitughter of Mr and Mrs. Cotis
rents, is a student ofy County Training high
BE SURE TO
WELCOME
YOUR
ATKIN'S
ALITY PRODUCTS MAN
14. Will B. Coiling At Your
me For/mmediate Service
'at' Phone BR 6-5316
school. She plans to attend
Lane College in Jackson
where she wants to become
prepared as a business in-
structor. She is a member of
Gracious Ladies and Secre-
tarial clubs. She is being es-
corted by Charles F. Lucas.
Miss Ina Faye Edwards, a
student at Douglas high
school, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Edward. She
plans a career as a speech
therapist, after attending Chi-
cago university. At school she
is a member of the National
100 Attend Banquet
At Blytheville, Ark.
Some 100 persons were
present when the Blytheville
District Teachers Association
of Blythesville, Ark., held the
annual banquet at the Frank-
lin Elementary school recently.
Dr. Roosevelt D. Crockett,
president of Philander Smith
college, Little Rock, was guest
speaker on the subject ,"Teach-
er of Tomorrow." Mrs. Betty
Brown of Wardell, Mo., and
Mrs. Era S. Floyd were solo-
ists, accompanied by Miss El-
vira Bussey and Mrs. 0. W.
Howard, respectively.
Special recognition was giv-
en oRbinson Elem en tar y
school faculty and its princi-
pal, W. C. Leverett, for 100
per cent membership in the
Arkansas Teachers association.
Miss Mary Payne, principal
of No. 9 school, was honored
for the Scholarship Fund. St.
Patrick's Day was the b a n-
quet theme.
Member schools of the as-
sociation are Clear Lake,
Number Nine, Promised Land,
Franklin, Robinson Elemen-
tary a n d Harrison High
school.
Officers are Mrs. Helen R.
Nunn, president; Mrs. Rosie
L. Shine, vice president; Mrs.
011ie R. Sumerall, secretary:
Mrs. Hallive V. Smith, as-
sistant secretary; Leo D. Jef-
fers, treasurer; Mrs. Jimmie
H. Raines, reporter; and the
Rev. Roland W. Raines, parlia-
mentarian.
Kroger Has
Lower Prices....
Plus Top Value Stamps!
HENS
TENDERAY- Boston Roll
BONELESS ROAST „ 794
;King Cotton or Kwkk Krisp
:SLICED BACON „ 494
0ARMOUR STAR 6 VARIETIES
'LUNCH MEAT 3 ;6.Z`..694
;SHORT GRAIN
'RICELAND RICE
.DEL MONTE
CHUNK TUNA
FINE QUALITY
TOMATOES 3 C.L^ b. 394
I-Lb.. 10$Pko 
6'5.0. Si
a Can.
U.S. Govt. Inspected
Grade AEGGS Loa: 19
with this coupon and additional $5.00
purchase, excluding tobacco , at Kroger,
Memphis Area. and West Memphis,
through Wed., April II. Limit one.
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U.S. Dort. Inspected
Grade A
21 2 - 3,2-Lb. Avg.
Lb.
SEA BASS
FILLETS
FRES-SHORE
FISH STICKS 3
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1 0-0,
Pkg, •
Boston Style Roast or
PORK STEAK Lb. 394
ARMOUR
or WILSON
16-18-Lb. Whole,
Shank Half or
,Butt Portion LB.
AVONDALE CUT
GREEN BEANS ,3 Lint 39
EVAPORATED
KROGER MILK 3 L'ot°' 394
AVONDALE Cream Style
YELLOW CORN 3 Z.„°: 394
KROGER ORANGE
JUICE ci!: 59c;
with this coupon and additional $5.00
purchase, excluding tobacco, at Kroger,
Memphis Area, and West Memphis,
through Wed.. April II. Limit one.
HUNT's PILLSBURY
TOMATO SAUCE 104 BISCUITS s.:7,•:,°' 3',;°: 254
Free Running & Iodized BLACKBURN
KROGER SALT 3 24,°:. 254 SYRUP
GOOD QUALITY White VINE-RIPE
POTATOES 1.'4'494 TOMATOES
SWEET CORN 5 EARS
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Honor Society and Flash-
writers. She is being escorted
by Edward Bryant.
Miss Bernestine Prewitt's
ambition is to become a
dancer. She has selected the
University of California to
attend. A student at Melrose
high school, she is a member
of Charmettes and Dramatic
clubs. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Winston.
She is being escorted by Larry
Mitchell.
Miss Frankie Shorter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Shorter, Sr., is a student at
Booker T. Washington high
school. She aspires to become
School
(Continued from Page 1)
that desegregation is already
operating smoothly in several
school districts in this great
state of Tennessee; yet t h e
Shelby County School Board
has not made any tangible ef-
fort to operate the county
school system within t h e
framework of the Constitu-
tion."
The letter quoted from an
opinion of Judge William E.
Miller of the Federal District
Court of Middle Tennessee,
who said, "I can't understand
why school boards do not take
some action on their own ini-
tiative instead of waiting for
Negroes to bring law suits
against them. The opinion of
he Supreme Court is well
known, and surely the board
members have read about
these things happening at Lit-
tle Rock and Nashville. Why
do they wait until the last
minute then come up here and
claim they need more time in
which to adopt a policy?"
The branch asked the Board
o immediately call a special
meeting so that the matter
can be considered on a reply
made to the request.
Copies of the letter were
sent to Roy E. Dixon, Blair T.
Hunt, Mrs. Ellen Davis Rod-
gers, David Harsh, Dr. Jean
Hawkes, Dr. W. F. Posey, W.
A. Wilder and Charles Baker.
Pictures Tell A Story
ERNEST C.WITHERS
Photographers
Studio At
319 BEALE STREET
WE SPECIALIZE IN
*Family Groups
• Church Groups
• Horne Photos
• News Photos
• Weddings
• Recept,ons
JA 6-5835 Or WH 6-3289
Regular 15c Size
ROYAL CR0 WI
MEWS POMADE
When You Buy
ROYAL CR011111
HAIR DRESSING
eel sow "paled pair- ter wow
ei.innz ham Royal DMus
for men RoyaI Crow
Illsar Dressing for swam al rite
Mad. witiaty awl rowel Stood
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a lawyer. She plans to attend
Spelman. She is a member of
Dramatic and Ladies of Wash-
ington clubs. She is being
escorted by Lawrence Garrett.
Miss Peggy Jean Davis
wants to become a social
worker. She plans to attend
Tennessee State A Se I uni-
versity. She is presently a
student at Geeter high school,
where she is a member of
Student Council and President
of her homeroom. A daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. 0/lie Davis,
she is being escorted by Har-
vey Eaton.
Dentist
(Continued from Page 1)
itors to Memphis, where he
belonged to Top Hat and Tails
club.
Born at LaGrange, Tex., in
1898, Dr. Burke was educated
in the public schools there be-
fore entering Philander Smith
college in Little Rock. He was
graduated from the Meharry
Medical college's dental school
in 1918 and entered the U.S.
Army Dental Corps as a sec-
ond lieutenant.
While on a furlough he vis-
ited a sister at Forrest City
and became so impressed with
the human and natural re-
sources of the city that he
vowed that he would return
there to practice after leaving
the service:
Dr. Burke established a
practice that was 90 per cent
white at the time of his death.
He was the subject of an ar-
ticle in a national magazine in
1950 which cited him as an ex-
ample of a Southern Negro
whose skill placed him in de-
mand by all citizens in the
area, regarless of race.
Always eager to increase his
knowledge of the dental pro-
fession, Dr. Burke studied va-
rious phases of dental surgery
at Mayo Clinic, the University
of California, Chicago Dental
college and McKisson's at To-
ledo, Ohio.
ACTIVE CITIZEN
In addition to dentistry, Dr.
Burke owned and operated a
funeral home for 28 years be-
fore it was sold in 1957.
He was a deacon in his
church and was a leader in
the Non-Partisan Voters
League.
Dr. Burke was a member of
Omega Psi Phi fraternity, the
Elks, Masons, Sigma Pi Phi
Boule, a past president of the
Arkansas Medical and Dental
society, at one time chairman
of the Boy Scouts Council of
Eastern Arkansas and the For-
rest City Chamber of Com-
merce.
In 1940 he reigned as king
of the Cotton Makers Jubilee
in Memphis.
SON KILLED
Dr. and Mrs. Burke were the
parents of one son, John E.
Burke, jr., a mortician, who
was killed in an automobile
accident at Forrest City in
1958.
Mourners filed by the bier
of Dr. Burke on Friday and
for several hours on Saturday
before final rites.
Active pallbearers were Wil-
lard Whitaker, Leonard Wiley,
Dr. J. G. Hawkins, M. C. Jef-
fers, B. C. Williams, John B.
Clark, Godfrey Hodges and
Odie Gordon
Interment was in the For-
rest City cemetery with Ken-
nedy Funeral home in charge
of arrangements.
StorkStops
AT E. H. CHUMP
HOSPITAL
March 9.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Barber,
2359 Perry rd.; girl, Joyce
Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Brown,
927 Woodlawn; girl, Sharon
Evette.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus
Moorer, 3331 Fostoria; girl,
Debbie Cecilia.
March 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
Davis, 266 Bond, Apt. 2; girl,
Beverly Jo.
March 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gib-
son, 1984 Frisco, Apt. 7; boy,
Charles Jr,
March 13.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Cook,
1890 Hubert; boy, Byron
Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Nokomis Yeld-
dell, 1404 Florida; boy, Byron
Lynn.
March 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Brown,
1819 Preston; boy, Jesse Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. James Butler,
1834 Kansas; boy, Levert.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Jor-
dan, 1958 Frisco, Apt. 8; boy,
Daron Jeffery.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mc-
Kinney, 1319 Woodard; boy,
Tony La Darryl.
March 15.
Mr. and Mrs, Douglas And-
ing, 1089 James; boy, Paul
Richard.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ber-
nard, 86 N. Rembert; boy,
Joseph II.
March 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Burl Johnson,
3028 Tillman, Apt. 4; girl,
Cassandra Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hum-
phrey, 1338 Brown, Apt. 52;
boy, Anthony Fiedel.
Mr. and Mrs. McKenzie
Wolf, 1192 College, Apt. 3;
boy, McKenzie Jr.
March 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Albright,
353 Ashland; girl, Gwendolyn
Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Ree-
ves, 3563 W. Horn Lake; girl,
Valencia Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wright,
1827 Pennsylvania, Apt. 2;
boy, Richard Dewayne.
March 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette
Draper, 903 Edith, Apt. 22;
boy, Lafayette Leon III.
March 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Flow-
ers, 1646 Silver; boy, Darnell
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L.
Jones, Rt. 3, Box 86, Arling-
ton, Tenn.; boy, Eric Pierre.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Patton,
Jr., 754 Chestnut; boy Rodney
Cortez.
Mr. and Mrs. Rochester
Pope, 733 E. Wells; girl, Jac-
queline Dianne.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Walker,
1048 N. Seventh, Apt. 4;
Ronald Antonio.
March 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hoskin,
Jr., 1197 Marble; girl, Cerise
LaChelle.
March 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stout,
2680 Spottswood, Apt. 8; girl,
Tonya LaShae.
AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL
March 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Huedella Rice,
2085 Swift; boy, Derick La-
Shane.
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Davis,
778 Baltimore; girl, Townoria.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Green,
1456 Felix; girl, Kimberly
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Dye.
778 Lucas; boy Willie B. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie L.
Jenkins, 1172 Wilson; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Smith,
847 Tate (ext.); boy, Eric Je-
rome.
Mr. and Mrs. Witte Smith,
575 Pontotoc; boy, Michel
Renea.
March 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jones,
948 S. Fourth; girl, Marcia
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Williamson, 3019 Autumn; boy,
Carlis Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Members of General Remedelers of Memphis
HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
$33.I3 WITH TMIS AD
Fiber Glass Awnings and Carports
Combination Notts - Painting and Papering
Aluminum and Insulated Siding - Roofing - Insulation
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
Screens - Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile
Polar- Driv,i.aya • free eirtfinete.
FHA and Consentional Terms
WH 8-4079
Soft-Lite
Fiber- Glass Construction
CO., INC. OF MFMP
1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST
Hubbard, 1180 Springdale;
girl, Frances Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Irby, 343 Vance; girl, Joyce
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Cleggs, 398 Kings; boy, Mit-
chell Trice.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lyons,
324 N. Manassas; boy, James
Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Sum-
merall, 1796 Kansas; boy,
David Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis,
2890 Harvard; twins, boy and
girl.
Mr. and Mrs, Crofford
Gooch, 341 Simpson; boy,
Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wright,
1264 Empire; boy, Darrell
Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wesley,
808 Simmons; boy, Jimmy
Leon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Buck-
ingham, 867 Porter; a boy.
March 28.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Towles,
1190 Tunica; boy, Sylvester
Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Pip-
pins, 910 McLemore; boy,
James Calvin Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Spring-
field, 1477 Victor; boy, Barry
Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. James Bell,
895 Florida; boy, Willie James.
Mr. and Mrs. James Vin-
son, 1989 Perry; boy, Alton
Dwight.
Mr. and Mrs. James Odom,
1635 Pennsylvania; boy, Au-
bry Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Luster Crutch-
field, 7741 Orgill; twin boys.
Mitchell and Michael.
Mr. and Mrs. Peralie Mack,
1865 Pennsylvania; boy, David
Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Mur-
rell, 1581 Britton; girl, Phyllis
Annette.
Mr, and Mrs. Percy Jones,
787 Winton; boy, Durphy
Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wash-
ington, 305 Madder; girl, Phyl-
lis Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mil-
burn, 279 Cambridge; boy.
Michael -Dwayne.
March 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin T.
Betts, 558 Life; boy, Michael
Travis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Catron, 893 E. Trigg; girl,
Gallonerell.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter P. Rob-
erts, 1198 Chicago; girl, Patsy.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peo-
ples, 837 Polk; girl, Dorothy
Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornell L.
Winston, 1239 James; boy,
Lovick Loranda.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Wal-
lace, 2986 Calvert; boy, Eric
Orlando.
Mr. and Mrs. Denver Frank-
lin, 785 Louise; boy, Calvin
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew ie P.
Steinberg, 1842 Keltner cl.:
girl. Kimberly.
Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Blayde, 2895 Yale; boy, David
Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wil-
0
•
dr"gi'" for AURO I
Year EAR
can be HURT
with toothpick. or cotton
tipped stick& Deo! risk
damage. Spirant!'" herd we
reaeh wax with wife effec-
tive AURO eardrops-
Waih out clogged wax
- That may irritate, affect
now hearins- Ask as all
hams, 282 E. Virginia; girl,
Renee Laehelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Max-
well, 870 Porter; girl, Joan.
March 28.
Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Stewart, 372 High; girl, Myr-
tle Venita.
Mr, and Mrs, Willis Wilker-
son, 3023 Johnson; a girl.
March 29.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Shaw,
1324 Florida; boy, L. D. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Green,
288 Hughey; boy, R. B. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Quinn,
218 S. Third; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin J.
Henry, 1900 Madison; girl,
Sonjya Rene.
Mr. and Mrs. Limmie S.
Matthews, 1897 Castalia; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Taylor, 1012 Richard; girl, Ra-
Shey Veih.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Martin,
550 Hernando; boy, Michael.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Clark,
228 Tillman; boy, Anthony
Derome.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Caldwell, 1020 Lewis; girl,
Ruby Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Batts,
2372 Verdun; boy, Rodney
Senovy.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Jones,
2326 E. Warren; boy, Eugene
Jr.
ELLIS
Auditorium
April 15th
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DEE CLARK
Tickets $$21.1755
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Left Side
THE CHURCI1 IS NOT the snatchers were very disap-haven of safety one might be pointed when they discoveredlead to think it is. Take the that one of the purses did not
case of a man who was fleeced yield more than two dollars.
of his money at Mt. Vernon One the young hoodlums re-Baptist church. Reportedly, a marked "if I had know in the
member of the church pulled first place that it was Miss
out his billfold preparatory to ...my teacher. I would not
make an offering. Another have grabbed her purse, be-
man seated beside him stuck cause she never has any
a sharp instrument in his side money in it any how ...
and said in a low voice—"hand SOME CLIENTS DON'Tit over." The hold-up man have a high opinion of theirfled the scene while the vie- lawyers after a suit has beentirn was trying to recover lost. We have in mind afrom the amazement. client—called "Whiskey"—re-
SEVEN BRAVES COUNTY marking about his lawyer.
TEACHERS were taking a Whiskey said "why he's so
course at Memphis State Uni- stupid until he doesn't know
versity being taught by a the difference between a U.S.
county supervisor. After com- and a Russian flag."
pleting the course they found THERE WAS A LOT of newthat their classroom duties faces at the kick-off member-
were ended. They flunked, ship drive of the Abe Scharff
SINCE A GROUP of young Branch YMCA. We hope thatNegroes were arrested for the new volunteer workers
stealing income tax refund will do a good job. It is sorely
checks from the mail and needed.
cashing them a few weeks WE SUSPECT that Commis-
ago, a number of Memphians sioner Bill Farris will get a
are wondering if the gang put lot of votes out of Memphis
the bite on them. Others, not in his bid for governor. After
taking any chances on the all he's a Hometown-Boy.
brown envelope attracting THAT WELL KNOWN
thieves, are greeting the mail- BIRD which carries big bun-
man each day as soon as he dies of joy are expected to
comes to their homes, visit our sports writer, Bill
A TRIO OF YOUNG purse- Little, and his wife Geri.
Sigmas To Hold
Confab Here On
• Owen Campus
•
•
Members of Tau Iota Sigma
chapter of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc., will be hosts
to the Southwestern Regional
Conference of the organiza-
tion to be held in Memphis on
April 28-29.
Business sessions will be
held at Owen college. The
session's climax will be a
"Grand Orchid" ball at Cur-
re's Club Tropicana, Saturday
night, April 28.
Orchid leis for the ball will
be flown here from Hawaii.
A large attendance is expect-
ed for the conference, there
are more than 50 Sigmas in
the Memphis area.
William D. Callian is presi-
dent of the graduate chapter,
and Omar Robinson is South-
western Regional director and
secretary of the local chapter.
OMAR ROBINSON
Areas of the fraternity
under Robinson's direction are
West Tennessee, Arkansas,
Missouri, Oklahoma, Kansas
and Nebraska.
Robinson is a teacher of
vocal music at Douglass High
school.
GO B yBusi„,„„„„„„„„„,
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
BETA CHI CHAPTER of
the Chi Eta Phi sorority
for registered professional
nurses in Memphis was re•
cently organized, and here
the members are seen with
officers and a visiting mem-
ber of the national organi-
sation. Seated from left are
Mr. Ruby Hines, Mrs. Lydia
Campbell, Mrs. Jency Mit-
chell. Mrs. Gertrude Holley,
Memphis Nurses Join
Chi Eta Phi Sorority
Some 17 registered profes-
sional nurses of Memphis met
on Saturday night. March 24.
at the Sarah H. Brown branch
of the YWCA and organized
the Beta Chi chapter of Chi
Eta Phi sorority.
Mrs. Lucille Scales, nation-
al organizer of New York
City, and Mrs. Lillian C.
Thompson of Memphis, con-
ducted the initiation ceremony
and installation of officers.
The charter members of the
chapter are all registered
nurses and employed in va-
rious hospitals and institu-
tions in the city.
They include Miss Jessie
Venson, basileus; Mrs. Leon. 
tineLucas, anti-basileus; Mrs.
Bernice Walker. grammateus;
Mrs. Jency Mitchel, epistoleus;
Mrs. Frankie Finnie, tamias;
Mrs. Lydia Campbell, chap-
lain; Mrs. Ruby Hines, parlia-
mentarian; and Miss Selena
Watson, historian.
Other members are Miss
Laura Austin, Mrs. Gertrude
Holley, Mrs. Sarah Hurt, Mrs.
Nettie Reeves, Mrs. Eugenia
Smith, Mrs. Edith Hammond,
Mrs. Rutha Jones and Mrs.
Nannie German.
ORGANIZED IN 1932
The ceremony was followed
by a cocktail party held in the
Eagle club.
Chi Eta Phi sorority is the
only national sorority for
nurses, was founded in 1932
Shannon PTA Talks
On Daily Attendance
A round table discussion on
the' subject, "Why Children
Should Attend School Daily"
highlighted the recent meet-
ing of the Shannon Elemen-
tary School Parent Teachers
Association.
Speakers were Mrs. Alice
Porter, a parent; Mrs. J. Win-
frey, a member of the facul--
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM stcyhoOofl;Hayndde vPasrhko nE 1 He arednyt r m a
-5 MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
= community businessman. The
= principal, S. W. Helm, w a s
= moderator.
= Mrs. Louise Robinson is PTA
illill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101 reporter.
= president, and Autry Chism.
<4-4flOCI4TED ROM
HOME OF
510fini)
QUALITY FOODS
of Memphis Inc.
SUPPLIERS OF:
Weona Food Stores
by RYT Food Stores
Handy Pantry
and
Affiliated Stores
at Washington, D. C., by Ai-
lene C. Ewell.
At present it has 28 chapters
in all states and a member-
ship of more than 600. Each
chapter along with the na-
tional body, participates in the
professional, civic and cultural
affairs of the community by
working with such organiza-
tions as the NAACP, YWCA,
YMCA, Tuberculosis and
Cancer societies, hospital aux-
iliaries, and training school
organizations.
In order to increase the
interest of students in the
nursing profession, the chap-
ter will give a scholarship
each year from a scholarship
fund to be raised in the future.
Among national achieve-
ments of t h e sorority are
the donation of furniture and
supplies to equip the health
unit of an elementary school
in Monrovia, Liberia; citation
of Congresswoman Frances
Bolton for outstanding con-
tributions to the nursing pro-
fession; a $2,400 grant to a
member, Mabel K. Staupers
to assist her in the completion
of her book, "The Status of
the Negro Nurse in the United
States," and the establish-
ment of "Nurse Week" by
each chapter to aid in recruit-
ment of nurses.
Mrs. Sarah Hurt. Mrs. Se-
lena Watson, Mrs. Nettie
Reeves and Mrs. Eugenia
Smith. Sealed, same order.
are Mrs. Lillian C. Thomp-
son, Mrs. Rutha Jones, Miss
Laura Austin. Mrs. Leontine
ARNETT Cl. MONTAGUE
Home Economist To
Talk At High School
Lucas, Miss Jessie Vernon,
Mrs. Lillian C. Scales of
Now York City: Mrs. Ber-
nice Walker, Mrs. Franki•
Finnie, Mrs. ?tenni* Ger-
man and Mrs. Edith Ham-
mond.
Mrs. Hattie McSwain, field
home economist for the Na-
tional Livestock and Mea t
Board of Chicago, will give a
lecture demonstration at the
Scipio A. Jones High school
of North Little Rock, Ark.,
Thursday, April 12 at 7 p.m.
The meet cookery program
theme is "Fantasy on Foods,'
and will include practical les-
sons on food preparation and
menu planning.
Nationally recognized as an
authority on foods, Mrs. Mc-
Swain is a college graduate
with a degree in home econo-
mies.
Obtains Grant
To Study At
Arizona Univ.
A Shelby County public
school teacher has been not
that he has been awarded
a $5,305 scholarship by the
Arizona State University in
Tempe, AO,.
Arnett G. Montague. a na-
tural science teacher at Mt.
Pisgah high school said he
plans to start using the one-
year grant in August. The
grant is given to selected
science and mathematics
teachers from junior and
senior high school to augment
their knowledge of the field
in order that they may become
better instructors.
Montague, a graduate of
Kentucky State college in
1958 is a graduate of Man-
assas high school in 1954.
After being graduated from
college, he taught science at
Owen college two years be-
fore accepting a position at
Mt. Pisgah in natural science.
He is a member of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity and Omni-
bus-100 club. Married to the
former Miss Valeria Shields,
they are the parents of a son,
Arnett, II, two: and a daugh-
ter, Karla-eight-months-Old.
They live at 1851 Keltner
Circle.
NO LONGER SHARECROP-
PERS but makers of "Tote.
Bags" IMP the above women
NEED CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Otl(IF PIMA WCE CO.
Horne Owned • Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We lik• to say yes to your
loon request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Crepartenent of
insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
Igl S. Main, JA. 7-R5R1
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
of Haywood County who
were displaced by land-
lords after they tried to be-
come registered voters. They
are being taught by 30-year-
old Eric Weinberger of Nor-
wiCh, Conn., who was re-
cently released from the
county jail on a "trumped-
up charge of speeding."
Beaten and jailed twice.
Weinberger was instrument-
al in starting the self-help
enterprise among the share-
croppers forced from doing
farm labor. The average
among the estimated 25
women can complete two of
the all-leather, hand-made
lady's bags in one day. The
bags, which are shipped by
mail to purchasers through-
out the country, sell for
29.75 each. Of that amount
$3.50 is earned by the mak-
er. The project is being
backed by the Committee
on Non-Violent Action, with
which Weinberger is associ-
ated, and CORE. The bags
can be ordered by contact-
ing Odell Saunders, 307 W.
Margin at., Brownsville.
Tenn. He heads the Hay-
wood County Civic and
Welfare League.
( ,This IsLarry Turner
1957 1961
Today He's Still
Serving You
And Taking Orders
As Your
AVON DEALER
While Earning
A s At
OWEN COLLEGE
lei Him Serve You
Phon• 274-7551
Y-Teen Girls To Start Annual
'Sale Of Potato Chips' April 6
The annual 10-day "Sale
Potato Chips," sponsored by
the Y-Teens of the %Isiah
Brown Branch YMCA is
scheduled to start Friday,
April 6 and continue thru
April 16. The project is under
direction of Miss Barbara M
Neal, teen-age director of the
Branch YWCA, who said:
"There are 19 Y-Teens clubs
n city Negro schools here with
615 members. Eight of the
clubs are seniors and the rest
juniors. They have been or-
ganized since Oct. 1861.
Prizes will be awarded
clubs and individuals promot-
ing the greatest number of
sales. Approximately 1300 will
participate. A plaque will be
presented to the school where
the greatest number of sales
are sold. comparably.
An educational tour to
Miami, Fla. will be given to
the girls selling the largest
number of bags of chips. Each
girl selling four eases will
receive bracelets. Three
watches will be awarded girls
selling the largest amount in
the drive.
Proceeds from the sales will
aid in special and program
activities.
This project will also aid in
sending Senior V-Teen girls
to an interracial conference
this summer.
Charles Rolleston. vice pres-
ident of Gordon Foods, says,
"The Y-Teen sale of Gordon's
'Magic-Pak' Potato Chips is an
event we look forward to each
year. We are proud to have
this opportunity to work with
the Y-Teen clubs, whose con-
tributions to the community
are so valuable in building
fellowship and good citizen-
ship."
Swimming classes started
March 31 at LeMoyne college.
Classes will start at 10 a.m.
All girls wishing to take the
course must be members of
the YWCA. Classes will be
held on Saturday, April 7, 14,
and 211, and May 12, and 19.
Carver Y-Teens are sponsor-
NEA To Spotlight
Teaching Careers
Teacher Career Month will
be highlighted April 6 at Le-
Moyne College with a special
program by members of the
Rufus J. Hawkins chapter of
the Student NEA. The pro-
gram will get underway- at
10:30 a.m.
Discussion leaders will be
Dr. John Buehler and Prof.
Reginald Morris of the Le-
Moyne faculty and Miss John-
nie Rodgers, a senior.
Mrs. Hattie Mangum '
chairman of the program.
Willie Ray Terry is president
of the' chapter and Mrs.
Charles P. Rorand chapter ad-
visor.
ing a "Sock Hop" at the "Y"
on Friday evening at 4 p.m.
Also the Senior inter-club
council composed of officers
from different Y-Teen clubs,
met on Monday.
4
RENETTE "LONNIE" WONG.
Airman Apprentice at Navy
Memphis models the dress she
wore when she was guest of
honor at the PTA sponsored
Hawaiian Banquet at Weaver
Elementary school here. The
pretty, soft-spoken, 11.year-
old native of Hawaii is present-
ly awaiting instruction in tbe
Aviation Storekeeper School.
(Official Photograph US.
Navy)
Owen To Award
Scholarships To
Local Students
Saturday, April 7, has been
designated as "High SchoOl
Senior Day" at Owen college,
and scholarships will be
awarded on the basis of its
and tryouts. All local h i oh
school seniors are invited to
participate.
Registration will be heldln
the foyer of the adminis &-
lion building at 8:30 a.m.
All participants will be Ov-
en the General Academic tett.
Special interest tests will toe
given in business and h o me
economics, and tryouts heild
for music and athletics. s
A full length feature mole
will be shown at 2 p.m. in t e
auditorium of Roger Willi/tits
hall.
High beefsteak prices have; a
precedent. A 10-pound steak
sold for $48 in Circle, Alaslcia,
during the gold rush of' te
1890s.
.5
FARMERS
MARKET
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
2861 LAMAR
GL 2-1611
2215 S. BELLEVUE
WH 8-5984
"..
FRED COOK'S Second Annual JAZZ WORKSHOP, Thursday, April 19, 8:30 p.m.,
BRUCE HALL Featuring 3 Orchestras--- •Jhfi eill")#"`"' tdAln ei-eY1146" '961"4/• LeMoyne College "" 24. eleaney dicon (tgatieW6 Ai°
Admission $1.50:
[Students $1) .
Over 200 Varieties
of fine foods for
your family's
enjoyment!
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SPEAKS
R V .T SMASPAIGE
"Make yourself an ark of
gopher wood; make rooms
in the ark, and cover it in-
side and out with pitch!"
—Genesis 11:14
BRAVE PERSONS
April 1st each year is ob-
served as "All Fool's Day."
It is on this day that we Pay
special tribute to those peo-
ple who have gone down
through history as "Fools."
Fools have been historically
those people who have dared
to go contrary to the accepted
pattern of behavior. Upon
reading the Bible or history
books one is forced to see
that each generation has had
its :quota of fools.
Noah is characteristic of the
"Fools" of all times. God had
admonished him to build an
ark that he might be instru-
mehtal in saving God's people.
Dihgently Noah stood around
and laughed at him on this
so-called foolish venture. Never
did they realized the serious.
ness of the venture until the
rains began to fall.
CALLED "FOOLS"
Jeremiah, who went down
in'history as the "Weeping
Prophet" was so dedicated to
his work that at the sight of
world conditions he cried
Pitiwle called him a fool, but
-towas responsible for arous-A
i • a small group of people
he seriousness of the work
hijiad undertaken.
Elijah undertook in a sim.
flat way to bring about an
a*areness of God's work. He
went about dressed in sack'
cloth and decrying the condi-
tiqgs of the world. He w a s
1 a.beledafoolbythe
people of his day. Unhamper-
ed by their talk he went on
a44 did as God had directed.
ver in the area or secular
hii ry we have Henry Ford
who dreamed of the day of
"horseless buggies." Even then
many people thought that the
day of horseless buggies would
neVer be realized. But Ford
rose above the thinking and
talking of his day and every
where we turn today we see
the handiwork of this fool,
Hriry Ford.
econd look will reveal that
we' are deeply indebted to
oar who have had courage.
hey have been loyal to the
t of which they are cap-
ble. They have held on when
was not even popular to
old on. These people in
many spheres of our society
aye been labelled fools, but
even with such a label they
have been the people who
have made noble contributions
to our world.
A world minus Noah, Jere-
miah, Elijah, Henry Ford,
Pasteur, the faithful mothers
nd fathers down through the
ears would have been a
barren world. A world minus
t ose devoted to God-given
commands would have been
unfit for habitation today. But
as we look back and see those
who have had endured the
f Ise labels of their day and
held on down through the
years and have given mean-
i g to our world today.
A BETTER WORLD
Our world will never be
able to pay those who like
Noah did what God had di-
rected amidst the jeering of
unappreciative crowds. The
Noahs of our day must find
the real meaning of adhering
to the will of God. Whatever
t e cost in terms of deprive-
Con something must speak to
t em and bid them go on. In
s ite of the fools there must
be something that will make
t ern hold on realizing that
t eir job is above the jeers
and laughter of those about
t em.
The Jesus who went to the
c oss, endured the hardships
of this world, and resides in
an area of peace and content-
nent where earthly labels
have no meaning. Each of us
today must be like Him and
vise above the things this
world has placed upon us and
do all that we can to make
is world a better place by
us having passed through
This above all is our rr•;,
reason for being here.
Tile Wright brothers of Kit- Wyatt T. Walker
eamed of men flying through
ty; Hawk, North Carolina
dr 
 
Co
mes Here For
the- air. Men stood on the
sidelines and laughed.
FAITHFUL ofsgs
ouis Pasteur, the great
French scientist dreamed of
the- day of innoculation and
resistence to many of the dis-
eases of his day only to be
riddiculed by his friends. But
now men live and enjoy free-
dom because this fool of
France dared to dream.
Faithful husbands and wives
of unfaithful husbands and
wives have down through the
years been those who have
preserved the moral and spi-
rifiial standards of society but
to many people of their day
and our day have labelled
tAtn fools.
Time and space will not al-
low me to tell the whole story
of our indebtedness to the
, fools of generations past.
These people who have felt a
dire allegiance to that which
was noble and worthwhile
have been those who through
suffering and sacrifice have
been preservers of the better
things of life. They have
dared to do that which was
uaPopular to hold on to a
society and community as de-
;Led by God.COURAGE
X, though we stand on the
siallelines today and laugh.
'Former Mayor Edin.,lid Or-
e.,- is expected to appear at
Cligeater Methodist church, 878
Mississippi blvd., to discuss
"The Shelby County Unity
FIWn" of consolidated govern-
nitbrit at 7 p. m., Sunday. April
--He will appear on the "You
TV11 It" program of the church.
which is a forum started by the
;Astor, Rev. D. M. Grisham,
who will be the moderator.
The public is invited to at-
tend.
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Speaking Date
The widely-known civil
rights leader, Rev. Wyatt T.
Walker, is expected to come
to Memphis to address the
congregation of Greater Mid-
dle Baptist church. 821 Lane
ave., when annual Men's Day
is observed Sunday. April 8,
announces the church's pastor
Rev. Ben F. Hooks.
Rev. Walker is expected to
speak at /1 a.m, and at 3 p.m.
Special music will be sup-
plied by the church's Male
Chorus during morning serv-
ice; and the Gospel Male
Chorus at the afternoon pro-
gram.
Rev. Walker holds a degree
in chemistry and physics, and
a degree in theology from
Virginia Union university. He
participated in the Birming-
ham and Montgomery, as well
as Jackson, Miss. "Freedom
Rides."
A reception has been plan-
ned in honor of Walker, Sat-
urday, 7:30 p.m. at the church.
The public is invited, as well
to hear him speak.
Charles Turner is general
chairman of the celebration.
MRS. REGINA NANCE
Salem Oilfield
Invites Guests
From St. Louis
Mrs. Regina Nance of St.
Louis, Mo., will be the guest
speaker for Women's Day at
Salem-Gilfield Baptist church
on Sunday, April 8.
She is the wife of Rev. John
E. Nance, pastor of Washington
Tabernacle Baptist church,
where she serves as minister
of music.
Mrs. Nance, a public school
teacher, is a member of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority. She will
be interviewed over radio sta-
tion WDIA on Saturday night,
April 7. The public is invited to
come and hear her at the
church located at Crump and
Florida.
Mrs. Helen N. Waterford is
chairman of the observance and
Mrs. Sallie Gibson, co-chairman.
Mrs. V. Washington is chair-
man of publicity.
Rev. A. L. McCargo is pastor
of the church.
By CARLOTTA WATSON
MUSING
—While there is nothing we
can do to alter the past, it
is possible to excerise some
control over environmental
influence from now on, if we
wish to do so. In-other words,
we can actually reshape some
of these influences in our
continuing efforts to improve
our working philosophy of life.
Dear Mrs. Watson.
When I was 17 I fell in love
with a man a few years my
senior and we had wedding
plans made, even to the pur-
chase of my bridal gown.
Then he put me off, saying he
didn't have enough money. I
became . . and when I told
him, he got ready to leave
town.
With the help of my pastor.
I forced him to pay support
for our daughter, who now is
four years old.
We moved into a nice apart-
ment, I found a good job and
a baby sitter for my child.
Everything seemed tine.
Then one night a girl friend
of mine came in with two
young men. One had been
drinking and he spoke about
my baby, saying that my life
would be ruined because of
it. I have not had time to
make friends since she was
born, and am now wondering
if everyone will share his
opinior
Men's Day Scheduled At St. Luke Baptist
"God's Mindfulness of Man" Israel Reed, jr., chairman of
will he the subject of Rev. T. publicity.
R. Buckner. the pastor, when
annual Men's Day is observed
at St. Luke Baptist church on
Sunday morning, April 15.
Guest speaker for the after-
noon service will be Rev. 0.
C. Criven. pastor of St. Steph-
en Baptist church. Music will
be provided for the program
by the St. Stephens' Male
chorus: Bailey Purdy will
serve as the master of cere-
ir ony.
Lewis Bobo. jr., is chair-
man of the observance, .1 o e
Brown, program chairman, and
By HERBERT L.
MISSISSIPPI BLVD. /MA
The Missionary Volunteer
Week of Prayer at the Missis-
sippi blvd. Seventh Day Ad-
ventist church was climaxed
with the appearance of the
choir of Meharry Blvd. Sev-
enth .,Day Adventist church at
Nashville.
The choir directed by Elder
Jeter Cox, is scheduled to re-
turn to Memphis this spring
for a recital.
Two members of the local
Young People's Missionary So-
ciety won the state Bible Quiz
championship held in Chatta-
nooga recently. They were
Miss LaJean Martin, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert Mar-
tin of 2981 Yale ave., and Miss
Geraldine Brown, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brown
of 390 Butled.
The girls will face champions
of other states at a quiz to be
held this summer.
All elders of the church
journeyed to Clarksdale, Miss.,
last Saturday for a meeting for
this area.
The group included Elders
Arlander Sloan, Pedro L. Bond,
Sherman Aldridge and Tom R.
Armour. The pastor, Elder
Charles R. Graham, arrived in
Clarksdale for the afternoon
meeting.
ST. ANDREW AME
A fashionette and tea spon-
sored by the Servo club of St.
Andrew AME church will be
given in the church at Parkway
and Mississippi on Sunday,
April 8, from 4 to 7 p. in.
Mrs. A. P. Woods is president
of the club, and Rev. Elmer
Martin, pastor of the church.
CUMMINGS ST. BAPTIST
Annual Wqman's Day will
be observed at the church dur-
The young man, incidental-
ly, has asked to take me out,
but knowing his feeling for
my child, I hesitate. I have
tried so hard to live down my
one mistake. Will it always
come up anyway?
Worried mother.
Dear Worried Mother:
There are some people in
this big world who will look
for the real worth in a per-
son, overlooking faults and
even sins. A mistake for which
you have suffered and are try-
ing very hard ito atone will
not be held against you by
the right people. It will be
difficult for you to find under-
standing friends since many
of your acquaintances will al-
ways bring up the past.
The young man, for instance
of whom you write. I would
never sanction dating him, or
even seeing him again. He has
been "small" once; he will
show the same streak again.
You're young, very young yet;
give yourself a chance to meet
the right man this time. If in
doubt, seek the advice of your
minister who helped you be-
fore.
CHOIR ROBES
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ing a program to be held at
3 p. m. on Sunday, April 8.
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Cornelius Sanders, a mem-
ber of First Baptist church.
Mrs. Savannah V. Young ia
chairman of the observance,
Mrs. Daisy Pewitt, reporter;
and Rev. W. L. Varnado, pastor
of the church.
RIVERVIEW CHRISTIAN
Seven ministers will partici-
pate in a Passion service to be
given at Riverview Christian
church on Friday, April 20,
starting at 7 p. m., on the sub-ject, "Seven Last Words."
MinisterS invited to Partici-
pate are Revs. Coleman Craw-
ford, Grace Baptist; P. B. Ran-
kin, Riverview Church of God
in Christ; A. W. Frison, First
Baptist, First ave.; A. W. Wil-
liams, Commonwealth Associ-
ation; Joseph McGee, Greater
White Stone, and F. 13. Adams
and Frank Travis, Church of
God, Fourth It.
The ministers are 'expected
to be accompanied by members
of their respective churches and
The public is invited to be
present.
Words of the Wise
If one only wished to be
happy, this could be easily
accomplished; but we wish
to be happier than other
people and this is always dif-
ficult, for we believe others
to be happier than they are.
—(Montesquieu)
PORTER JUNIOR High
School's second recent spell-
ing champion, Jerry C.
Johnson, Jr. is pictured (left
to right) with his home-
room teacher. E. S. Owens.
the able coach. F. A. Davis,
Jr., and principal, A.. B.
Owen, Jr. The proud winner
of the 34th annual Shelby
County Spelling Be* spon-
sored by the Press-Scimitar,
Christ Temple Holds Revival
The Christ Temple church,
Church of Christ Holiness, 907
S. Lauderdale, started a re-
Rev. Taylor To
Be Guest Speaker
Rev. C. H. Taylor of Chi-
cago, Ill., is expected to be the
guest speaker at Greater
Open Door Baptist Church,
1540 Flordia st., at 11 a.m.
Sunday, April 15. His subject
will be "Christian Emancipa-
tion."
viva) last week. Bishop Wil-
liams of the Christ Temple
Cathedral in St. Louis, Mo., is
conducting the revival.
Laymen and Deacons an-
nual celebration was held
Sunday before last. Women's
Auxiliary annual celebration
was held last Sunday. Wom-
en's Day will be held May 20.
Mrs. Gussie P. Young has been
engaged as the featured
speaker. Mrs. W. P. Scott will
be guest soloist.
Rev. James Stuart is the
church's pastor. Mrs. Ruth
Scott is the reporter.
\:,-1,1HEREpoeAbitAkfsoixoFRIENDs' 
received a $25. savings bond
from the faculty members.
He had received a $100.
savings bond earlier from
the newspaper firm.
Riverview Church
To Present Choir
Of Western State
The popular choir of West-
ern State hospital uoder the
direction of Mrs. Lester John-
son and Miss Pearlie Mae
Jones will appear in concert
at Riverview Christian church
on Sunday, April 8, at 3 P. m-
ite group presented a con-
cert of familiar hymns and gos-
pel music at the church several
weeks ago end was received
with such favor that it has
been asked to return.
JACK SPRAT
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BATON ROUGE
By MRS. 24. N. RINGGOLD
Members of the Baton Rouge
Retired Teachers Club gather-
ed in the lovely home of Mr.
and Mrs. John Nelson on 29th
Street for the regular meeting
last Monday morning with a
majority of the members pre-
sent. Mrs. Deola F. Cyrus,
President, presided. Miss Irma
Curry was co
-hostess with
Mrs. Nelson on this occasion.
Plans were made for an Easter
visit to the Greenwell Springs
Hospital.
The regular meeting of the
Committee on Administra-
tion of the Maggie Nance
Ringgold Unit, YWCA was
held last Wednesday night.
At this meeting the Executive
Secretary of the Down Town
YWCA inducted the new of-
ficers and members with a
most interesting and challeng-
ing statement on the purpose
ai of the YWCA and the duties
411 1, of officers and members. New
officers are Mrs. R. F. Netter-
ville, president (re-elected);
Mesdames Earline C. Williams,
vice-president; Olivia G. Har-
ris, secretary; and Pansy B.
Pinkney, treasurer.
Among Baton Rougeans
who have received recent
greetings from Washington, D.
C., telling of the activities and
achievements of Dr. George
Snowden are Mesdames M.
N. Ringgold and I. N. Givens.
Dr. Snowden is remembered
for his outstanding contribu-
tions to the state of Louisiana
during his nine year stay here.
He is now director of Inter-
national Housing with a staff
of about 25 persons working
with him.
Bethel AME Church has
been the setting for two in-
teresting and colorful meetings
111111 recently. The first being the
Planning meeting of the Mis-
sionary Society and the second
being the Coronation cere-
mony of the Queen and her
court sponsored by the Senior
Usher Board of the church.
Members of the court were
Karla Renee Waller, (Queen),
Gwendolyn LeJoyee Stewart,
Bernice Elizabeth Samples,
John Earl Perkins, III, Mich-
ael Wayne Moore, and Charles
David Bolden.
Edward John Fontenette, a
January graduate of Southern
University, is one of 1058
graduating college seniors
who has been notified that he
is a recipient of a Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship for grad-
uate study at the school of
•his choice, beginning this
summer or the fall of this
year. Mr. Fontenette is a
native of New Iberia.
Dr. R. G. Higgins, Chair-
man, Department of History
and Political Science, South-
ern University, has been in-
vited by the National Coun-
cil for the Social Studies, a
department of the National
Education Association, to serve
on the Advisory Board of the
Social Education, the profes-
sional magazine of the organi-
zation.
The Southern Education
Foundation has notified South-
ern University that it has
been awarded a grant for a
summer institute for reading
and for a university project
on the teaching of the bright
and gifted. This is the Founda-
tion which employs Dr. Kara
V. Jackson, brilliant Louisiana
educator, as Special Super-
visor to work with super-
sisors throughout the south--.., 
ern states.
The family of Mr. Waldo
Bernard, Sr. is receiving many
condolences from friends in
connection with his recent
death. Mrs. Bernard was sur-
rounded by all of their chil-
dren at this time. Those from
out of town were Hargrove
and DePriest Bernard, sons;
Mesdames Claudia Carter,
Melba Lawrence and Char-
maine Warmsley, daughters.
Relatives and friends of
Mrs. Florence Kemper are
deeply grieved over her passing
last Saturday morning. Mrs.
Kemper was a highly respect-
ed and dearly loved citizen
whose dedication to religioius
and community service was
outstanding. She was the wife
of Mr. Steve Kampen
Mr. Armand Bush Pinkney
of Natchez, Mississippi was
the weekend guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Pinkney and his sister, Miss
• Lois Pinkney.
Lovely Gaynell Thomas was
presented in her senior Piano
Recital in the Auditorium of
Southern University last Sun-
day afternoon.
Nigeria, Italy
In Oil Pact
ROME — (UPI) — The gov-
ernment of Nigeria and the
Italian state-owned oil cor-
poration Eni has signed an
agreement giving Eni oil rights
over a 2,000-square-mile terri-
tory.
Under the terms of the con-
tract, the Italian corporation
will turn over 50 per cent ol
•production to the government
if oil is found in commercial
quantity. The company also
guaranteed to train Nigerian
technicians.
By COURTLAND R. RHEA
Appreciation services for
the Rev. E. W. Norris, pastor
Friendship Baptist, church are
now in progress at the church.
The Rev. Norris held bap-
tismal services at Thankful
Baptist church on March 7.
The young people of Thank-
ful Baptist church sponsored
a film on Sunday, March 18.
The film was a short story
of one of the parables of
Jesus.
The Willing Workers Youth
of St. Paul AME Zion church
sponsored a pre-St. Patrick
Day Social in the Pro-To
Lounge on E. Millard street
on the night of March 11.
The Echoes of Zion rendered
a musical program at the Mt.
Olive Baptist church on the
afternoon of March 11. The
Rev. S. N. Rogers is pastor.
Prof. Emery I. Gary has re-
turned to Atlanta, Georgia.
Prof. Gary was band teacher
at Langston High school.
Miss Wilhelmenia Green
and Mrs. Jerre M. Carson are
on the sick list.
Phi Tau Chapter, Omega
Psi Phi fraternity held its
monthly meeting at the home
of Bro. E. L. McKinney,
Jonesboro on Saturday, March
17. Bro. John Cox, Jr., was
elected to represent Phi Tau
at the District meeting which
will be held in Chattanooga
on April 20-21. A delicious
meal was served the brothers
following the meeting.
Bro. John Cox, Jr., Kings-
port will host the next meet-
ing on Saturday, April 14.
Phi Tau is composed of Omega
men living in the Tr -Cities
area. Members and officers
are: Bro. E. S. Kilgore, Base-
lius; Bro. John L. Shearer,
vice-Baselius; Bro. John L.
Shearer, vice-Baselius; Bro. E.
L. McKinney, KRS; Bro.
George 0. Bowers, Assistant
KRS; Bro. Roscoe Crump,
KF; Bro. J. F. Birchette, Jr.,
Chaplain; Bro. David Saund-
ers; Bro. H. K. Breedlove,
Bro. John Cox, Jr., and Bra.
Halton W. Williams.
Langston High school band
represented the school at the
Tri-State Festival of Arts held
at Slater High school], Bristol,
Tennessee on Friday. March
23. The Festival of Arts in-
clude dramatic readings, ora-
tions, one act plays, band and
dramatic expressions by stu-
dents of member schools of the
Tri-State Athletic Association.
Miss C. L. Gillespie, English
teacher at Langston is chair-
man of the Festival of Arts.
• • •
AURORA
By ADA L. CARNOR
Mr. Al Williams, BYPU ex-
ecutive from Chicago was a
recent guest of Rev. Wesby.
Isadore James, undertaker
and also of Chicago was a
guest. Mrs. Gladys Robinson
is president.
Mr. and Mrs. Hurley Wilson,
chairman and director of the
Faithful Few choir also ren-
dered a vocal and saxophone
numbers. Others on the pro-
gram were the Main St. Bap-
tist Kitclio Choir; Harry
Crocket, Knights of Harmony,
Joyce and Frances Bess, West-
ern Elelctric chorus, Bonnie
and Eddie Robinson and
others. Mrs. Tyde Phillips was
mistress of ceremonies.
Recent visitor of Mrs. Ruth
Durham who has been ill
were her son, Dr. Oliver Craw-
ford and daughter Barbara
of Chicago and her sister, Mrs.
Lone White also of Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rho-
des were dinner guests last
Sunday of Mrs. Mattie Alford
of Chicago on her birthday.
John Umbles formerly of
Batavia and now living in
New York is here visiting
relatives.
Word has been received of
FRANK REEVES, member
of the Democratic National
Committee, for the District
of Columbia is shown here
delivering the luncheon ad-
dress of the eleventh An-
nual Press Institute held re-
cently at Savannah State
College. R  served as
campaign assistant to pres-
ident Kennedy and was
named special administrative
assistant to the president.
Illinois
JOHNSON CITY the death of Mrs. Betty Bar-
bee at Buffalo, N. Y.
Mrs. and Mrs. Armond Wal-
lace, Mrs. Ida Swaine and Mrs.
Lillian Bridgeford attended
the county meeting of the
eleventh district of the Amer-
ican Legion Auxiliary which
met at Geneva last Wednes-
day.
Mrs. Bridgeford and Mrs.
Mary Buckner Carter were in
Evanston last week to visit
Mrs. Buckner's husband who
is hospitalized.
VILLA RIDGE
Funeral services for Mr.
Steve Harrell, deacon and
trustee of the Mt. Zion MB
church were held Feb. 15 at
the Mat. Zion church with
the pastor, Rev. J. G. Hopkins
officiating. Masonic services
were conducted by Lily of the
Valley Lodge No. 56. Mr. Har-
rell is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ira Harrell, 3 daughters,
Mrs. Flossie Buckley, Mrs.
Corrine Hayes and Miss Ste-
vetta Harrell, 2 son-in-laws,
Messrs. Earl Hayes and Brady
Buckley, a brother, Roosevelt
Harrell and other relatives.
Mrs. Ada Mai Cross was
called to Minot, N. Dak. due
to the serious illness of her
cousin.
Regular services were held
at the Mt. Zion M. B. church
Sunday with the pastor Rev.
J. G. Hopkins in charge. New
members were Mr. and Mrs.
John Rodgers.
Mrs. Elnora Prayor has
moved to Madison, J11. with
her son, Elder Leslie Pryor.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday March 6 for Mrs.
Pearl Calhoun at the Ruffin
Funeral Home in Cairo with
Rev. G. W. Wilson officiating.
Survivors include a sister,
Mrs. Ellen Dickerson and
daughter Mrs. Vera Russell of
he home address and 2 daugh-
ters and 2 sons of Chicago.
Mrs. Alice Robinson has re-
turned from Jackson, Mich.
where she visited her niece
Mrs. Gertrude Johnson who is
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Cross
spent the week-end attending
a social given by North Star
Lodge No. 1 in Chicago.
• • •
PULASKI
Regular services were held
Sunday with the pastor Rev.
W. L. White in charge St. the
St. John M.B. church.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thompson
and family of Carbondale
visited friends here Sunday
and were dinner guests of
Mrs. Lorene Miller and family.
The St. John Choir sang at
the Mt. Zioin M.B. church
during the funeral of Mr.
Steve Harrell, brother of Mr.
Roosevelt Harrell of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Howell
are visiting in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lipe
were business shoppers in
Cairo last week-end.
• • •
CAIRO
By DAN CLARK
The NAACP will meet
Monday, April 16 at the Cava-
lier Club. Rev. E. G. Mays,
president.
Miss Ann Winters' sister,
Mrs. Cordia Ellington of Chi-
cago was here for the week-
end. Also her cousin, Mrs.
Josephine Brown and Mr.
Jackson of Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
Diggs and son Mitchell spent
last weekend in Jackson,
Tenn.
The Matron Club will meet
Friday night at the home of
the president, Mrs. Ora Alex-
ander.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
Washburn was in Lincoln,
1111. to attend the funeral of
their daughter, Miss Jessie M.
Washburn.
Rev. Blaine Ramsey is at-
tending a district meeting in
Iowa.
Miss Hattie B. Kendrick is
DEFENDER
Mississippi
STARK VILLE
IST LEANDY MOORE
Mrs. Annie Mae Brown of
Birmingham, Alabama was in
the city for two days last
week for the funeral of her
aunt, Mrs. Bertha Bel), who
died Friday March 16. The
funeral was held at Griffin
Chapel Methodist Church,
Tuesday March 20. Mrs.
Brown was accompained by
her granddaughter, little Miss
Walla Dean Brown.
Mrs. Sena W. Hardy spent
the past week-end in St.
Louis, Mo., for the funeral of
one of her brothers, Mr. Jim-
mie Wynn.
Rev. W. G. Prueitt, pastor
of Griffin Chapel Methodist
attended the ten day Regional
meeting on Recreation for the
Central Jurisdiction of the
Nashville-Birmingham area of
the Upper Mississippi Con-
ference.
Mrs. Vivian Maxine Myres,
and little son of Chicago, Illi-
nois are visiting her father
the Rev. J. L. King, Sr., at 327
N. Washington st.
Mrs. Annie Will Eddins of
Chicago, Illinois, formerly of
this city was called home due
to the illness of her father,
Mr. Willie Evans.
• • •
WALTER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS
Rev. C. A. Hawkins, Jr., of
Hawkins Mission of , the
Greenwood district and Rev.
T. H. Austin of the Water
Valley district attended serv-
ices last Sunday at Mt. Ver-
improving at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Olive Thom-
pson's son Wayne is a patient
at St. Mary's hospital.
Mrs. Ulra W. Lindsay is a
patient at St. Francis hospital.
Johnnie Fisher was rushed
to Veterans hospital at Marion.
Rev. H. H. Hall has resigned
as pastor of Mt. Moriah M.
B. church.
Mrs. Lizzie Johnson is ill.
• • •
COLP
By ANNA M. BILLINGSLY
Mt. Olive Baptist church is
having a successful revival.
Rev. Martin of Metropolis is
guest speaker. Rev. Raymond
Davis, paseor.
Shaffer Chapel AME church
was in charge of services last
Sunday. Rev. Roland Thorpe,
Jr., preached a wonderful ser-
mon. Miss Mae Francis Rafe
and her junior choir furnished
the music.
Laymen from the Spring-
field District met at Camp
Gomez last Saturday to plan
a dinner. The object of this
dinner is to raise funds for
decorating the building.
Mr. and Mrs. Alivin Billing-
sley and Mrs. Tracey Gregory
motored to Perk last Sunday
to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Gregory's Aunt, Mrs. Susan
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Billing-
sly and Mrs. Ola Watson
motored to Murphysboro.
On the sick list are Willard
Day, Earnest Harrison, Mrs.
Carrie Wade, Mrs. Emma
Carter, Mrs. Minnie Jefferson,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tullus,
Robert Webb and Mrs. Geor-
giana Baker.
• • •
FREEPORT
Miss Lulls Mae McGee and
Lawrence Williams were unit-
ed in marriage at St. Paul
Baptist church. Rev. Clifton
J. Brown, pastor, officiated,
Mrs. Isaac Jones is a pa-
tient at St. Francis Hospital.
Also Mn. Abernathy.
A talent program will be
sponsored by the Pierceson
family on April at St. Paul
Baptist church.
Mrs. Herbert Johnson and
Mrs. Shelvy Stoneberry spent
last Saturday in Michigan
City, Ind.
Funeral services were held
at Union City for Mrs. Hattie
Kinzer, aunt of James Moore
and Miss Ora Mae Johnson.
The transportation commit-
tee of St. Paul Baptist church
sponsored a fashion review at
the church recently.
• • •
UNITY & SANDUSKL
By MRS. M. E. VAUGHN
Mrs. Para L. Lathan and
daughters and her sister, Miss
Hattie Jarvis all of Chicago,
Ill., visited Mrs. Viola Jarvis
and daughters and Mr. & Mrs.
Alice Lathan.
The Waist Measuring So-
cial sponsored by the Alma
Balser Missionary Society of
the St. James AME church,
was quite successful. It was
held in the home of Mrs.
Geneva Kay, Saturday night,
Mar. 24. Games and luncheon
were the highlights of the
evening. The pastor, Rev. Carl
McKay and wife were present.
The latter is president of the
society.
The Birthday Tea held by
the members of Mt. Zion
Baptist church who were born
in January, February, March,
or April, was quite successful.
It was held Sunday afternoon
in the church annex. Russian
Tea and Sandwishes were
served. The pastor, Rev. A.
W. Conwell and wife were
present.
Mr. James McGinnis, sr.,
who has been a patient in St.
Mary's Hospital in Cairo, Ill.,
has been transferred to the
State Hospital in Anna, Ill.
Mr. & Mrs. William Brown
non CME church in the New
Albany district where the Rev.
L. W. Walton is pastor.
Mrs. Viola Robinson of
Memphis visited her sister,
Maude Steen.
Mrs. Elie Miller has re-
turned from visiting her niece
Mrs. 011ie Morgan in Greeh-
wood.
sc-r •
SOUTHEAST STARKVILLE
By WILLA DuPREE
There will be a Negro youth
parade on April 4. Everyone
with cars is asked to parti-
cipate. The parade will be led
by the OCTS band under the
directing of Tommy Norwood.
Spring revival will start
April 9 at Second Baptist
church. Rev. J. H. Robinson.
pastor.
Rev. J. E Stewart and his
group presented a program
Sunday morning over Station
WSSO.
Rev. Stewart is pastor of
Antioch Baptist church.
Mrs. Eloise Haggans re-
turned home after visiting her
parents, her daughter and her
brother in Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Randall
are proud parents of a baby
girl.
Mrs. Ann Austin was taken
to Felix Long hospital.
Walter Williams, Jr., biology
and chemistry teacher at Ar•
mite County Training School,
Gloster, Miss, was home to
visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Willliams, Sr.
Tommy Warren, brother
of your truly is home from
the hospital after being struck
by an auto the day after his
mother's funeral.
• • •
CORINTH
By W. W. HAMILTON
Funeral services for John
Banks were held at Masadonia
Missionary Baptist church.
Eulogy by Rev. C. J. Lowe,
pastor. The family wishes to
thank one and all for the
kindness rendered to them
when Mr. Banks was ill and
at his death.
Mrs. Rosie Warren and
others of Dayton. Ohio at-
tended the funeral of Mr.
Vernell Coleman.
Mrs. Victoria Bostic wishes
to thank those who patronize
her beauty shop.
• • •
GOODMAN
By P. B1LLINGSLEA
Mrs. Lillie C. Winston, Mrs.
Genola Redd, Mrs. Louise
Garland, Mrs. C. A. Garland,
Mrs. Bessie Pickens, Mrs.
Maggie Books, Rev. 0. B.
Davis, Mrs. Linzell Nelson,
Mrs. Pearleane and your re-
porter all attended the State
Teachers Association in Jack-
son, Miss, last week.
Several members of the
Country PTA attended the
State PTA last week.
Miss Jannie M. Redd, stu-
dent of Alcorn was home last
week end.
Everyone enjoyed the men's
and women's day program
held at Goodman Baptist
church the fourth Sunday.
Mrs. Genola Redd was guest
speaker.
I. L. Daye of Racine has
been discharged from the hos-
pital after undergoing a ser-
ious operation.
Arkansas
BATES VILLE
By MATTIE WATKINS
Mr. Ernest Daugherty, 77
passed away at the home of
his son-in-law, Keaster Ken-
nard last Sunday. Survivors
include 3 daughters, Mrs. Ber-
nice Kennard, Mrs. Lillis Mae
Watkins and Mrs. Essie Wat-
kins; two sons Clites Daugh-
erty and Hasten Daugherty.
Rev. Albert Clair delivered
the eulogy.
The Missionary Society met
last Friday at Bethel AME
church. Mrs. Lula Dean Mont-
gomery is president.
Prayer meeting is held
every Wednesday night at
Bethel.
Mrs. Allen Henny is a pa-
tient at Dr. Gray's hospital.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair attended services at La-
Cross last Sunday.
and nephew, Wesley Williams,
Jr. of St. Louis, Mo., visited
relatives here, and their sister,
Mrs. Cora Head, who is a pa-
tient in the Southeast Mis-
souri Hospital in Cape Girar-
deau, Mo.
Others on the sick list in the
Unity area are: Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Winston, Mrs. Sarah
Hayes, Sem. Htttie Hickman,
Mrs. Mollie Kyle, and Mrs.
Geneva Kay, Mr. DeRoy Kyle
and Mr. Sylvester Lee are im-
proving,
Mrs. Arnetta Trotter of
Sandusky, Ill., is again on the
Sick list Mrs. Calve Taylor
of Cairo, Ill., is working in
her place in the Young school.
Mr. Mack Pillow has been
transferred from the St.
Mary's Hospital in Cairo, Ill.,
to the State Hospital in Anna,
Ill. Others on the sick list are
Mr. Lonnie Lewis, Mrs. Roxy
Ross, Mrs. Lizzie Dorsey, Mrs.
Hattie McKinney, and Mrs.
Coleman.
CONGRATULATIONS ARE
offered by Gustav Hening-
burg. alumni field represen-
tative and director of the
schools and colleges division
of the United Negro College
Fund (center) to William
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Victor Dewayne Brooks, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Brooks and grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Dodd of East-
ern Avenue, Jackson, Tenn.,
celebrated his first birthday
on Mar. 22. Several of De-
wayne' friends were invited.
His guest list included: Jimmy
Dewayne, Anthan Dewayne,
Bruce Davis, Carl Jerone,
Joyce Marie, Donna Yvette,
Cathy Vernice and Victor Roy.
The menu consisted of ice
cream and cake.
Miss Earnestine Stitts and
her twin brother, Earnest
Stitts celebrated their 25th,
birthday on Mar. 24. Their
parents are Mrs. Katie Stitts
and the late Mr. Olive Stitts of
358 First street.
The Annual Charm Clinic
was held at Merry High
School, Mar. 23. The theme
was "C ha mm is the Key to
your Success." Special guest
Was Mrs. Marie Penn who
was introduced by Mrs. R. S.
McKissack. Other consultants
were Mrs. Florence Hicks,
"Essentials for good posture";
Mrs. Maggie Massey, "Care of
the skin and correct make
up"; Mrs. Lillie Cole, "Good
Manners"; Dr. W. E. Mc-
Kissack, "Health Habits;" Mr.
Jesse Dorsett, "Good Groom-
ing"; Mr. Albert Porter, "Good
Manners" (for men). There
was a Style show featuring
correct and incorrect dress
for any occasion. Lane Col-
lege students participated in
the affair. Rev. N. C. Ricks
and Mrs. Ruth Glenn were
guest also.
The Health department
showed a film which was very
inspiring to all. The student
body affirmed this occasion as
being the most interesting
harm clinic ever. Mrs. Thelma
Compton served as chairman,
Mrs. R. S. McKissack co-chair-
man. Others serving on the
committee were: Mrs. R. L.
Gibbs Jr., Mr. John Werthing,
Mrs. Bernice Lucas and Mr.
I. W. Savage. A skit was pre-
sented by the Cosmetology
Department under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Compton Mrs.
V. J. Gilmore-moderator, Prof.
T. R. White-principal.
Miss Christine Durham of
Chicago, Ill., daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Durham of 453
S. Liberty St. was in Jack-
son recently to visit her par-
ents and also to serve as
bride's maid at the wedding
of Miss Rachel Light, Mont-
gomery at Berean Baptist
church.
Services for Mrs. Emma
Davis of 303 Arnolds Alley
were held last Sunday at
Home Baptist church at 12:30
p.m., the Rev. T. Grimes offi-
ciating. Burial was in Oak
Grove Cemetery with Steph-
enson Funeral Home in charge.
Mrs. Davis, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Zack White
was born in Decato County,
Tenn., moved to Jackson as
a girl. She was a member of
Ruth Circle No. 1 of Home
Baptist church. Survivors in-
clude her husband, Claude
(Jack) Davis of Jackson; two
sisters, Mrs. Scott Hudson and
Mrs. Davis Ivy.
Christ Temple church 211
Eastern ave., continued its
series of programs dealing
with the home, Sunday Mar.
25, at 3:30 p.m. Prof. W. P.
Newbern of Merry High school
was the speaker from the
theme: "Responsibility of
Fatherhood." On April Id at
3:30 p.m. a group of teenagers
gave a panel discussion on
"The Problems of Youth In
The Church, Home and Com-
munity. The climax of these
services will be on Palm Sun-
day April 15 at 3:30 p.m. with
an address on neglected and
dependent children by Judge
H. Leroy Pope. Eler C. N.
Ricks is the pastor.
Services for Mr. Allen Mc-
Nair, 91, of 512 Davis at.,
were held last Monday at 1
p.m. at Mother Liberty CME
Mance, Darlington. N. C..
president of the Hampton
Institute Pre-Alumni Council,
(left) following an all-college
assembly kicking off the
UNCF drive on campus.
Joyce Taliaferro. Springfield,
Tennessee
church, the Rev. C. F. Odom
officiating. Burial was in Mt.
Olivet Cemetery with Ste-
phen & Shaw Morticians in
charge of the services. Mr.
McNair was born and reared
in Miss., but moved to Jack-
son in 1924. He was a mason
and a member of Mother Li-
berty. Survivors include his
widow, Mrs. Fannie McNair
of this city; four daughters,
Mrs. Delphis Richards and
Mrs. Ada Jiles of East St.
Louis, Ill., Mrs. Cattle Cox of
Memphis, Mrs. Melvy Tynes
of Jackson; two sons, Mr.
Jerome McNair of Danville,
Ill., and Wesley McNair of
Chicago; one sister, Mrs. Bell
McGee of Collins, Miss.: ten
grandchildren and six great-
grandchildren.
Services for Mrs. Ethel
Jones were held last Thurs-
day at 1 p.m. at Home Baptist
church the Revs. Grimes and
Willie Ross officiating. Burial
was in Mt. Olivet Cemetery,
Boyd & Johnson Funeral in
charge. Survivors include her
husband, Mr. 'S. Jones and
one sister.
On last Sunday afternoon
at 4, the City Federation of
Women's Clubs sponsored its
annual Fellowship Tea, featur-
ing Miss City Federation. At
present Miss Ora Ellington
holds this title. Miss Ellington
is of the Civic Pride Club.
Mass., vice-president of the
Council. looks pleased at the
students enthusiasm for the
drive. Heningburg, guest
. speaker, explained the fin.
parlance of the UNCF Fund
and the services it renders
the 32 participating colleges.
The public was cordially in-'
vited to attend. Mrs. Maria
Penn of Lane College is pres-
ident of The City Federation
Clubs.
Mr. Connell Luter of 522 S,
Liberty St. was in Jackson,.
Madison County Gen. Hospital-
at this writing and was rest-
ing comfortably after having
under a major opperation.
Friends are hoping for his
speedy recovery. Mr. Luter is
a prominent member of Salem
Baptist church of which the
Rev. L. S. Briggs is pastor.
Mrs. Clara Nell Cisco of
Southern St. Jackson, left last
week for Toledo, Ohio, to at-
tend the funeral of her sister.
Mrs. Louise Griffin which was
held at Warren Chapel AME
church on last Saturday. Mrs.
Griffin was born and reared
in Tupelo, Miss. Survivors in-
clude her husband, Mr. Fred
Giffin; 1 daughter, Mrs. Claris
Marie Smith; 1 son, Mr.
Fred Griffin Jr., 1 grand-
daughter, Valeria Louttle•'
Smith; her mother. Mrs. Alma
Cobbs; three sisters. Mri.
Clara Nell Cisco of Jackson;
Mrs. Mary Frances Elder and ,
Mrs. Lola Cobb; 2 aunts, Mrs.
Mattie Spight and Mrs. Marie
Churchill of Jackson; cousins";
Mrs. Jennings of Montgomery,
Ala. and Mr. Wardell Pinson
of Florence, Alla. Several
neices and nephews.
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Funeral rites for the late
Mrs. Beatrice Williams were
held at Wills Funeral Chapel,
Cleveland, Rev. S. H. Stowns
officiated. Mrs. Williams
leaves to mourn her passing
a devoted husband, 3 children,
mother, 2 sisters and other
relatives and friends. Wills
Funeral Home was in charge
of arrangements.
Our sick are Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Lee Fuller, Mr. Arter
King, and Frank Harris.
• • •
BREWTON
By ALEX AUTREY
Funeral for Mrs. Priscilla
Johnson, wife of Nathaniel
Johnson, Sr. was held at Bap-
tist Hill church with the Rev.
J. B. Bryant officiating. Re-
latives here for the funeral
were son, Walter of Ohio and
brother, Mr. Boller of Pen-
sacola, Fla. and others.
Funeral was held for Mrs.
Ruth Crosby's mother.
Mrs. Joe Jackson's aunt
died.
Mrs. Nettie Brown is a pa-
tient in the hospital.
Eugene Stallworth was
transferred to Mobile hospital
where he will undergo sur-
gery.
Cleve Floyd is improving at
a hospital in Mobile and ex-
pects to be home soon.
Funeral was held for Jim
Bridges on March 20.
Mrs. Phyllis Jackson was
killed by an auto.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cole-
man of Molton, Fla., spent the
weekend here with his family.
• • •
EMPIRE
By DONALD E. PENDLETON
Union Baptist held regular
services last Sunday. Rev. J.
H. Furman preached a won-
derful sermon.
Little Linda visited her
mother last weekend.
• • •
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
The fifth annual celebration
of Youth Day that brought
together several in and out
of town youths was held last
Sunday at Mt. Canaan Baptist
church. Rev. T. C. Williams,
pastor. The young minister,
Rev. Rochell Hall from Leeds
delivered an arousing mess- ,
age. The choir was led by •
music director, Samuel Hearn,
Later, Miss Dorothy J. Hunter,,
introduced guest speaker, Miss
Mary Elizabeth Nelson of New
Salem Baptist church.
L. R. Meyers is leaving thk,
city for a weekend visit with
relatives in Americus, Ga.
Services were well attended
at Mt. Zion AME church. Rev.
L. J. Washington is minister.
Classified Ads 
-Seiritual Advisors
WHY BE LONELY?
A post card will solve your probleMt•-
CONFIDENTIALLY
Write Presfig• Friendship Club_ .
1133 E. 83,-d St., Suite 1. Chao. 37, 111.
ifoorro for sale
MOD. 5I/ii RM. RANCH HOME OW I
acres. Three Oaks. Mich, T. Toning.
373-1980, Chgo,
Don't Pass This Upl •
IF IT'S HELP YOU NEED-I RAMS_
THE ANSWER TO YOUR PRAYRIM
Last week. all Georgia, Ohio, Ulirsole,
New York, Pennsylvania and Michi-
gan callers were blessed with what
I gave them. Call me today, be bell,-
ecl today.
MR. J. KING, 9310 Dexter, Detroit 11..
Mich.
TY 7-6046 • -.I4. •
SPECIAL QUICKEST SUCCESS 
•
ADVICE
Just also after you Hit-Oct
and Happineas, Money, Quick d4lp
blessings. My Biblical method et
•nte•d - first day Direct time sa
Clare Winning with better Success.
Satisfy You Always. See Rev Fielders.
Brookhaven, N.Y. Phone: AT 11-1111..0
Magical Secrets For Love. .
Win the love of anyone you wish. Free
details Send a self-eddressed Cove-
to ANN, Box 7762, Chicago SO.
1E—Correspondence club.
LONESOME*, FIND LOVE-ROMANC11$
Marriage. Free photos a elescItn-
lions. Male Club. Box /273, Oca1a3,
Fla.
LONELY? BE HAPPY. JOIN TWO'
American Club, Box 757, O&M
Send 10c for Information.
I 3--Instroollens
"Detective Training"
By Former V.S. Our. special alt. se:
Robert B. Phillips, founder. NO. Ken-
neth, Chicago 39, Ill.
-Male & Female kelp
SALESMEN
AND
SALESWOMEN ---
Wanted to sell advertiatng In Mem-
phis, Tenn. We need capable and
aggrensive display advertising sale•-•
men and saleswomen to work In
vertising field with expo rienee
ability to sell. You most be • so-
ter. Good starting rates. wage MSS
al-region and merle Inoressea W
to. Mr Thaddeus T. Stokes The
Tr -State Defender, 236 So Well '
ton Street. Memphis, Tennearfee.
Moo fer sale
SELL OUT NitcELACE. FARRI •
Sets Box $1 Wm It Moore.
206, Selmer Tenn.
31—Male Help Wanted .1
TAILOR OR ALTERATIONS MAO
wanted, Immediately Top wagon
will locate living quarters Call Rae
Mediately. Fillmore le 0060 TullIK
Oklahoma.
en& 
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Our Opinions
What About The Congo?
What to do about the Congo? Is not
a question that invites useful answers,
but here is one for a try: Let the Ameri-
can British and Belgian governments,
through their business contacts, persuade
the Union Miniere company to sign an
agreement with Mr. Adoula and Mr.
Tshombe whereby the mineral revenue
due to each party is shared out in agreed
proportions.
To make sure such an agrement,
Once made was observed, Union Miniere
could make payments to an international
trustee — the World Bank, say — which
wquld then pay to each his due.
Talks between Premier Adoula's Cen-
tral government and the European-
owned mining company (Union Miniere)
have already begun in Leopoldville. A
direction of the mine said that taxes had
been paid to the Katanga government
since independence, "and we shall con-
tinue to do so as long as it is the consti-
tuted authority."
But a lot.of the "constituted authori-
ty" of the Katanga government derives
from the use it has been able to make of
the Union Miniere's wealth and admin-
istrative ability.
The apparatus by which the Ka-
tangans support their claim to be an
independent state; their weapons and
foreign soldiers; not least the interna-
tional lobbying that goes on in their be-
half—all would have been impossible
without money. ...
There is evidence that the lobbying
activity around the world is mounting.
Thruogh industrial connections in Europe
and America, efforts have ben made to
influence the Swedish and Irish govern-
ments toward withdrawing their coun-
tries' contingents from the United Na-
tions force in the Congo.
Pressure against United States sup-
port for the UN operation in the Congo
is building up through America's own
well-financed Katanga lobby in New
York and Washington. The picture with-
in Katanga can be. drawn more clearly.
There is a famous phrase about the earth
around Elizabethville—that it is "scan-
dalously wealthy."
It produces 8 per cent of the world's
copper, 60 per cent of its cobalt and 4
per cent of its zinc—leaving uranium and
other minerals aside. In 1959 Union
Miniere paid $64 milion in taxes, duties
and dividends to the Congo government,
then Belgian.
This kind of money has since been
paid to the Katanga government, and it
amounts to 80 per cent of Mr. Tshombe's
entire budget. This is not the whole
measure of the company's value to the
Katanga economy.
Union Miniere is a generator of local
spending, a builder of houses, schools
and hospitals, administrator of a virtual
MAN TO WATCH...
AND HELP
Well, another Memphis man
has announced his candidacy
for the governorship of Ten-
nessee.
And that's an important
matter . . . of great signifi-
cance to folk all over the
Volunteer State.
When City Commissioner
William Farris announced his
decision to seek the guberna-
torial post of Tennessee, he
was giving another expression
of the growing trend of the
times. Tennessee is on the
move with many other states,
away from the rural, or
country, category. It's metro-
politan (city) areas are ex-
panding, and taking on more
and more of the aspects of
modern life in the USA.
Increasingly, all over Amer-
ica, People are moving away
from the so-called "agrarian
myth" . . . which gave the
folk who lived in the country
the decisive voice in national
affairs. The trend is not new.
It's been going on for some
time. But it's just now begin-
ning to make itself really felt
These people like Mr. Farris
first, because of his approach-
ability. He is an easy man to
eee, and an easy man with
whom to talk. Perhaps his ex-
perience as prerident of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
gave him practical under-
standing of the value of 'being
approachable and affable.
He does a nice job of be-
ing a public official, without
putting undue emphasis on
race or color. In short, he
doesn't allow his attitude to
take on the color of the per-
son who approaches him. He
leaves the impression that he
sees the human being first.
And it seems to be a genuine
attitude, not just a political
Pose.
It wouldn't be fair to ex-
pect Mr. Farris to be desig-
nated as the "Negro's can-
didate for governor." And it
wouldn't be fair for him to
be designated as the candidate
of any special group or seg-
ment. No doubt, he woeld be
the first to insist upon being
the candidate of all the peo-
ple of Tennessee . . doing
his beet to be representative
company state. Yet the Katanga infra- in Tenne
ssee. So, maybe it's of the but interes
ts of all.
structure that supports it was built up in 
significant that the major can- Now, this could be celle
d a
the decades before independence, by con_
 didates for governor in Ten- ca
mpaign speechj inellMti.i Finaar-
tributions from the whole Congo 
nessereesforentthee 
of
2thceamsptaatiegns 
be. 
behalf.
economy. 
are id. But there
's one big dify-
Now Southern Katanga, with less 
ference . . . somebody payslargest cities.
than a million people ,has captured the 
Of course, it should be for most
 campaign speeches.
noted at once that the rural This one isn
't . . . wasn't
copper goose that used to lay for the vote in Tennessee is still
 im- intended to be . . . and was
whole country (population 14 million). portant. The problems
 of the absolutely unsolicited.
This, of course, is what the argument farmer are still 
big ones in One reason it is presented
has been about all along. Even before in the state
. And one would be here is to hit a 
lick for con-
dependence Mr. Tshombe argued for 
a chump to play Tennessee eideration 
of candidates for
provincial autonomy on the ground that farmers cheap'
public office, who have de- ay JAMES C. GREGORY Potassi
um — Since many of
the provinces should control their own 
But that's why the candi- monstrated 
certain desirable Ery/c/ENT the soils on which cotton is
mines. 
dacy of Commissioner Farris traits and 
points 
of
view . . . COTTON PRODUCTION grown are low in availabie
is significant. He has a back- who h
ave records of service Cotton production practices potassium, it is not uncom-
And since independence the copper
has had two sides: heads Mr. 
ground which bridges the gap and 
unbiased public activities have changed considerably in mon to see potash-starved cot-
coinbetween rural 
and urban out- that elective 
office constantly recent years. Many changes ton. Such cotton may produce
Tshombe takes over the mines and Leo- looks and aspirations. He 
was needs in a democratic society, have been brought about by poorly developed
. "knotty"
poldville loses; tails, the mines take over born in a small 
town, close Specifically, this article is increased mechanization. Ini- boll
s. Leaf margins may ap-
When local directors of Union Miniere 
enough to the soil of the by way of th
anks to Mr. Far- proved
variety selection disease availability of potassium isMr. Tshombe—and Leopoldville loses. 
 practices in fertilize- pear "rusty" or "brunt." The
argued, as they did in the time of Patrice 
farm to appreciate that way ris for th
e program he sup-
of life. He has served as an ports for 
helping the men in control, insect control have influenced by the level of
official and active citizen of his Public Wo
rks Department
additional potash application
Lumumba, that they could not allow the 
resulted in a considerable in- lime in the soil .The need for
chaos to spread to Elizabethville, their cities. 
oife,sthtereestate's largest of the City go
vernment to crease in yield
Ever-present 
,
need for effi- is often brought about when
arguments could be understood. And the 
travelled all over learn to read and write, 
thus
cency in cotton production lime is applied. Olowever, ad-
when, as they still do, they argued that 
state, and has long been improving the
ir literacy and
acquainted with the major their efficiency on the 
job. It are causing many farmer to ditional cotton yields Justify
they had to do Mr. Tshombe's bidding to needs and developments in just happens that
 the majority change their methods of operas the use of both.
save the company, they could be at least Tennessee. 
of the men working in the tion. Plans for an efficient cOtt Fertilizers should& be
 placed
half believed. This is especially true Of Best of all, Mr. Farr
is knows Public Works Department are to, production program three inc
hes to the side and
export duties, which they say, Mr. the people of 
Tennessee, rural Negroes. Many of them have should be made well in ad- four t
o six inches below the
Tshombe insists must be paid before any. and urban 
. . . 
Negro and not had the advantage of vance of soil preparation for seeds.
thing is allowed out. white
 . . . rich and poor. And even elementar
y schooling, the crop. Other steps to consider in
For these reasons, legality has had 
thereby hangs the gist of this In coope
ration with others GOOD COTTON LAND an efficient cotton production
little to do with where the money has 
splurge. Intelligent Negro Mr. Farris h
as 
encouraged 
a Land selection is an im- program are the selection of
voters in Tennessee are going program for 
helping these portant part of efficient pro- a high yielding variety, use of
gone. According to a prior agreement to be very sensitive regard- men overcome this handicap- euct
ion of cotton. Many fac- certified seed, proper spacing
with Belgium, the government the mg the points of view and And that's 
surely worth a tors must be considered in the and time of planting. For more
Congo was to inherit a sixth of the inclinations of all the can- word of
 thanks and a CAM- selection of cotton land. Some detailed information obtain
ed
shares in Union Miniere after independ- didates relative to their (the paign 
boost . . . particularly things to consider are soil a copy of U-T Publicrtion 
432-
ence; in fact, because of the post-inde- Negroes) position and aspire
- when placed against the back- fertility, moisture, drainage, Cotton Pro
duction in Tennes-
pendence disorders, the agreement was lions. Mr. Farris, 
evideptly, ground of the Commissioner's 
see from your County Agent.
never ratified and the shares are still 
aeration and topography.
being held in Brussels pending new gen- 
has long been conscious of past 
usefulness. Land preparation covers
eral Congo-Belgium financial negotia- 
that point of view among Ne- So, here
's to a ufnadire-mrstind d
gm voters. As a result he has City 
ned - two different field operations.
quite soon. 
a multitude of Negro friends country 
folk for govelrbnolir
and well-wishers in Tennes- of Tenness
ee! Now whatc u- form surface to facilitate an By RRUuTsliyIE JONES
and
tions. Such negotiations might begin 
man The first is forming or level-
ing the land to provide a uni-
Adoula. Mr. Tshombe, thus far, has 
•• ..... ••• ..
... •• ... bl•••••••••••••••••_•_ ing. out there in reader land. The They were: senier clothing,
But much of the Congo's future de- 
see. 
even movement of surface
pends on the talks now going on in 
water. The other operation is THE PROM
Leopoldville between Tshombe and 
, .preparing the land for plant- Hello all you 
guys and dolls eight project areas and won
first place in five.
proved intractable and irresponsible 
• 
• The land should be prepared Junior class is getting ready
AS 11IE SUPERINTENDENT OF-
S0400IA IN CHICAGO... AR e ‘10L1
KIDDING ?
DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
when it comes to keeping his word. We
trust he has assimilated enough common
sense to realize his obligations, moral as
well as political, o the Congolese who
are yet in a state of agony. •
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
Sy JESSE L. WILLIAMS
"Set me as a seal upon
Chloe heart, as a seal upon
thine arm; for love Is strong
as death; jealousy is cruel
as the gray*. The coals
thereof a r • coals of fire,
which hash • most ••nehont
flame." Solomon I; 6.
We find some persons who
are confused over the exact
meaning of the term "public
relations." We forget it is a
definite sales tool. Your pub-
lic relations must accomplish
the following:
1. Get attention.
2. Motivate.
3. Produce a sale.
There are good and bad
public relations. One method
works in your favor. The oth-
er tends to destroy you. Both
are, however, "Human Engi-
neering.
Public relation. is back-
ground selling yourself. some-
times. It also means doing
what people like and not do-
ing what they don't like if at
all possible.
It means building public
confidence by earning respect
in your community. It means
with the human element in the
establishing closer relations
area you serve.
If you are not yet aware
that your daily actions im-
press the people you deal with,
then you are also not consci-
ous that public relations can
be badly handled. Convenience
can he bought at the nearest
counter. What makes people
walk farther to do business
with a certain firm is an al-
most indescribable, hard-to-
acquire will-o'-the-wisp, bet-
ter known as human relations.
People are used to being
kicked around daily. What
they are not used to is being
treated like human beings.
But all this must be put on
a purely personal basis. We
"selling the masses.' We for-
get that the mass is made up
of individuals. Study and
learn more about public re-
lations now. It ill very, very
essential to the real estate
broker or salesman now.
Beaconsfield: "I have al-
ways felt that the best securi-
ty of civilizatirin is the dwel-
ling. and upon properly ap-
pointed and becoming dwel-
lings depend more than any-
thing else the improvement of
mankind. Such dwellings are
the nursery of all domestic
virtuees."
"TAO AS MANY SNOTS AS Yot., LIKE .. I'VE ALWWS
14EARD NEWSPAPER PURE WiRE 100 papaws
Notwithstanding
By
Thaddeus T Stokes
hear a lot of talk today about 
fit•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pension plan. He is acquaint-
ed with the state capital. He
worked there in former Gov.
Gordon Browning's adminis-
tration. He also worked in the
administration of the late
Welkin Overton, former mayor
of Memphis. He is a good
speaker—profound and sincere.
He is considered the most
approachable city commis-
sioner while Mayor Henry
Loeb is considered the most
hostile.
IN THERE
It is going to be a long, hot
race to the state capital. It
is an undeniable fact that
Clement is the most popular
candidate. However, popular-
ity alone is not enough to be
elected. It appears that Olgiate
will receive the nod from
Labor . . that is, if the Ne-
gro vote can also be swayed
to his side. Seldom does the
Labor and the Negro vote go
their separate ways . . they
need each other for maneu-
verability and strength.
However, it is far too soon
to look into the crystal ball
to determine who the next
governor of Tennessee will be.
Nevertheless we can say with-
out hesitation, one of the best
young men on the political
scene in Memphis will be in
there pitching.
Memphis City Commissioner
William "ill" Farris ended
a lot of speculation of one
kind only to start speculation
of another kind last Thursday
when he announced his can-
didacy for governor of Ten-
nessee.
The first kind of specula-
tion about Mr. Farris was
"will he really seek the state's
highest executive positions"
"Is he well enough known
among the political powers-to-
he throughout the state?"
"Does he really think that he
can win the governor's seat
or is he just grooming him-
self to become governor the
electioh after the upcoming
one" "Is not it likely that he
is more interested in becoming
a strong mayor of Memphis
than governor of Tennessee."
So go speculations about
Mr Farris.
LEAP-FROG
There are several factors
that one does not have to
speculate about Mr. Farris and
his candidacy. One Is the re-
sentment that a Memphis gu-
bernatorial candidate receives
from other parts of the state.
This is a legacy left by the
late E. H. Crump. Another
Bung is not exactly a blessing
to Mr. Farris is that he is con-
sidered a big-city politician
as far as Tennessee goes. Most
of our governors Come from
small rural towns. Finally.
will h i a candidacy assure
former governor Frank Cle-
ments' reelection? Or is Mr.
Farris opposed to the leap-
frog government as practiced
by Clements?
On the brighter side of
Commissioner Farris' political
history are these factors:
He can appeal to the rural
as well as urban voters. He
did work in the Edmond Or-
gill administration. He has
traveled all over the state
as the president of the Jaycees
...also he had traveled the
state working on an Old Age
LeMoyne To Present
Clinic On Marriage
A marriage clinic at Le.
Moyne college has been
scheduled for three days start-
ing April 9. Consultants will
he Mrs. Loretta Kate° and
Mrs. Tillie Whalum, accord-
ing to Miss Martelle Trigg of
the LeMoyne faculty.
Mrs Kateo will discuss
casual deters April 0 and
steady deters April II. Mrs
Whalum will direct her talk
to married students April 13.
in advance of planting so
that the seedbed will become
firm. Plant cotton on a well-
prepared seedbed which is
smooth, compact and weed
free. This gives uniform plant-
ing, germination, seedling
emergence, root penetration
and application of weed con-
trol materials.
LIMING
The importance of lime in
cotton production has not had
enough attention. The re-
sponse of cotton to lime is
largely determined by the
acidity (pH) of the soil.
Strongly acid (sour) soils limit
cotton production on many
farms. Records of soil samples
tested in Tennessee Soil Test-
ing Laboratory show that one-
third to one-half of the sam-
ples tested for cotton are too
acid for best yields.
Top yields are obtained and
efficient use is made of ferti-
lizers when the soil pH is 6.0
to 6.5. Lime aids the early
setting of fruit and thereby
prevents excessive stalk
growth. It also causes bolls to
open well, making picking
easier. Lime applied to strong-
ly acid soils contributes to
efficient use of phosphate and
potash. A soil test is the best
method of determine the
amount of lime needed on a
given field.
FERTILIZATION
A well-planned fertilization
program usually is based upon
soil tests, (General Recom-
mendations Can Be Obtained
From Your County Agent).
Some of the various plant
nutrients in cotton production
are:
Nitrogen — The amount of
nitrogen needed depends upon
the soil and its previous treat-
ment. Generally 80 to 100
pounds are necessary to pro-
duce one and one-half to two
bales of cotton on average
Phosphorus — Most soils on
which cotton is grown in Ten-
nessee do not contain enough
Phosphorus in an available
form for high yields. An
adequate supply is Important
to obtain rapid plaint growth,
early maturity, and opening
of bolls. The wise use of
phosphate and a good liming
program go "hand in hand."
MT. PISGAH
for the Junior - Senior prom,
to be held at Curries Club
Tropicana.
A certain group of Juniors
have been preparing for their
prom since January. T h e
Junior Class tries to be the
swingingest class of the school,
but the hard hitting Seniors
weren't weary at all.
SPOTLIGHT
Our spotlight falls upon a
very intelligent young man,
Charlie Brooks, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Brooks of 11181
Highway 64, tads. He is a
member of the Senior class,
English and Library clubs, and
NFA.
Religiously, he is a member
of Gray Creek Baptist church,
pastored by Rev I. V. Jones.
Hats off to Charlie. Be will be
a great success in life.
On March 16, the Junior and
Senior chapter of the 4-H Club
of Mt. Pisgah met at Weaver
Elementary school, with other
county chapters to compete in
Library To Accept
Delinquent Books
Is the bookshelf at your
home bulging with long over-
due books borrowed from the
Memphis Public library?
Do you dread going back to
the library because the fines
on the books, some kept more
than a year, would take a
week's wages and leave you
in a state of bankruptcy, with
nothing left to buy the Easter
bonnet?
Well, have no fear. Things
are looking up. A way of es-
cape has been made for you.
On Wednesday, April 11,
libraries in Memphis will be
observing "Forgiveness Day."
What does that have to do
with a library fine? Listen.
All you have to do is bring
the books in on that day. You
will not be asked to pay fines,
whether you have kept the
book two days or two years,
or maybe 20.
The special offer is being
made in the middle of Na-
tional Library Week, being
observed this year from April
8 through April 14. The offer
is good only for the one day,
so get ready now.
The books may be returned
to any library in Shelby
county.
HIGH NEWS
various project areas for the
county.
Our chapter participated in
Pearee Biles; junior clothing,
Paulette Edinborough; g i r 1
health, Colodia Owens; boy
health, Lester Fleming; poul-
try, James Holmes, Jr. All first
place winners for the county
will go to Jackson April 7i to
participate • r e m-
ination. The advisors for the
chapters are Mrs. K. P. Hol-
mes, Mrs. M J. Branch, and
Miss B. J. Anderson.
WHO'S WHO SENIORS
"Mr. Brain," Donald Ross
Allen; "Miss Brain," Jennie
Rhodes; "Most Studious Boy
and Girl," Addle Moore and
Laddie Morris.
TOP COUPLES
Charlesette and Willie Nes-
by; Dorothy Taylor and Stan-
ford Cureey; Rose Fitehpatrick
and Willie Brooks, Jr.; Doro-
thy Cleaves and Charles Nor-
fleet; Lillie Brown and Ma-
bron Hodges; Carolyn Herr-
ings and John Rile y; Lula
Dodson and Robert Stout; Em-
ma Stokes and Walter Brooks
Letters
To The Editor
Dear Editor:
I have read the story Mr.
Williams wrote about, and
that is "The Negro in Amer-
ica." It is a very sad story,
and one that everyone who
can read should read, and
awaken.
Sometimes I think that
America has given birth to a
form of government that has
failed to keep pace with the
development and growth of
this country.
Some of the most advanced
lawyers will stand up in court
and declare that the C o n-
stitution does not mean what
it says. But I will say this:
Any person or groups that try
to defy it are playing with
fire and truly they will be
burned.
America has one of the best
Constitutions in the world,
and we should all abide by It
and not try to fix it to any
one person or group's advan-'
0
•
•
tate.
Anyone who tries to use his
office to deprive another citi-
zen of his rights is not et for
office.
When I pass our courthouse
and see the statue of Justice
blindfolded and the scales in
perfect balance, I cannot help
but think of the many times
the veil has beea lifted.
Our president has handed
down one executive order
after the other in an effort
to improve matters, but noth-
ing has been improved. His
latest as of this writing was
10987.
This only goes to prove that
if someone were to come down
from heaven with a commis-
sion from God Himself, there
would be individuals who ,
; )
would try to find some low
loophole to get around doing
what He asks.
Tom Sykes,
1796 Chelsea, Memphis.
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RED CR0138 OFFICIALS
confer- Mrs. Martha Soiche
secretary-general of the Red
Cross society of the Federal
Republic of Cameron met
recently in Washington, ID.
C., with John C. Wilson, ex.
ecutive vie. president of the
American National R • d
Cross. Her society is one of
the newest members of the
87-member League of Red
Cross societies. She confer-
red wiht Wilson and other
Says Nuclear Age Gives
Us New Outlook On Faith
RICHMOND - Va. - 'The
nuclear age is giving us vest
new dimensions of both living
and dying." Dr. Ralph W.
Snclunan, minister emeritus of
Christ Church, Methodist, of
New York City, said et the
closing session of the fifth an-
nual Church Leadership Con•erence at Verginia Union
university.
Dr, liockman's topic was,
"New Frontiers of Our Faith."
"We must" no said, "enlarge
our Christian conoepts and•
strengthen our Christian prin.
cielee le nieSth.-the sePar$dind
material powers. We cannot
stop man's inventive genius."
Then he commented on the
KENYA STUDENTS at Cen-
tral State 'allege gathered to
greet Kenyan James D. Aim-
mu as he steps from the
plane at Dayton Vandall•
Airport. 0. Ambito is visiting
the United Stites on a "lead-
ership exahange" program,
and appeared on Dayton lelv
vision for the Dayton Council
on World Affairs. The Afri-
can leader is general secre-
tary of tie Dockworkers
Union in Mombasa, Kenya.
ARC officers on setting up
Red Cross programs in her
African nation. She has been
studying in Canada on a
World Health OrganIsaticm
scholarship.
enlarged "dimensions of the
length, breadth and depth of
love that have to be applied in
tbis divided and dangerous
world."
CHRISTIAN INSIGHT
"One great difficulty," he
said, "is that we judge our-
selves by our inventions and
other people by their actions.
We need Christian insight and
int/Option to judge others
U We want them to judge us."
Dr. Sockman said, "The sus-
taining love of God is ever
Present in the world. Even to-
day when we have made our-
July's believe that the world
Is a feeling of wonder because
of science, there are evidences
Of his power and love."
He said, "The world is now
P neighborhood. We must be
broader than race, class, sex,
Get $20,000
Grant At NCC
For Institute
expenses-paid scholarships.
The announcement was
made by President Alfonso
Elder and Dr. James B. Lee,
chairmen of the department
of biology, who will direct the
college's fourth annual sum-
mer instittde for high school
students,
Dr. Lee, prominent as re-
searcher and teacher, is cur-
rently on the visiting lecture.
team of the Americen institute
of the Biological Sciences,
S10,000 GRANT
The institute is being fin-
anced by a $20,000 grant from
the National Science Founda-
tion, the largest of four awards
to NCC from NSF in succes-
sive years. The dates are June
11 to July 28.
For the first time, accord-
ing to Dr. Lee, students may
attend the institute at no cost
to themselves. They will have
all fees and expenses, except
travel expenses, paid by grants
from the college. Travel al-
lowences will be made in ex-
Lee said.
ceptionally needy cases, Dr.
Approximately 80 students
will be admitted to the pro-
gram. These will be equally
divided among those with
special skills in biology, chem-
istry, and mathematics.
The major objectives of the
progrem, the NCC biologist
said, are "to stimulate the
scientific interest and enthu-
siasm of talented high school
juniors and seniors, and to
give them broad training in
fundamental concepts of the
or national origin. All must basic sciences of biology,
go tar beyond coexistence to chemistry, and mathematics."
find co-operation. We must Staff members will include
realise the value of differences Dr. Walter Pattillo and Ver-
and capitalize upon them." non Clark, biology; Dr. Adolph
With reference to the length Furth, chemistry; and Dr. C.
of Christ-like love, Dr. Sock. E. Boulware and Irving Mc-
man emphasized, "We are a CoUntri, mathematics.
nation under God; then why 
shouldn't our nation depend Hall. It wag attended by over
on God?" THE KFNTUCKY Commis- in 1510. Seated (left to right)350 laymen and minititers.Gesturing vigorously he ad- lion on Human Rights re- are Canon Robert W. Estill,Dallas H. Smith director of
monished, "We need to go deep- cently submitted its first chairmam Gov. Combs; andChristian vocations', Board ofen in our understanding and annual report to Governor Mrs. Dan C. Eyck, commis-Christian Education, Presby-have deeper concern for the Bert T. combs, who sponsor- Mon member. Standing areterian Church, U. S., spoke at
world." the opening segsion. Dr. Thomas rod the enabling legislatiun Clayton Jones, assistant di-
He concluded, "Religion H. Henderson, president of doesn't come alive until it is Virginia Union, greeted the
to some concrete prob. delegate..
tem. Understanding and eon- Tha Conference was anon-
applied 
Ala. Board Names New President Of College
WILMIAGTON.N.C.-
The Rev. George Henry Antis,
S. V. D., of the parish of St.
Thomas the Apostle, here, was
one of the young priests or-
dained by the Most Reverend
ovEtoniN
vIEPPI!n
Dear Mme. Chante: I enjoy same desire from her heart
reading your column. Would and not merely from words.-
like to hear from lonely ladies David DeSalle, 1911 East 75th
between 20 and 40. I am brown Si, Cleveland, Ohio.
skin, 5 feet, 11 inches tall, • • •
weigh 164 lbs; like clean tun Ddar Mme Chanter I am a
and some sports. All letters young Christian lady, 30 years
will be answered. Will ex- old. Interested in correspond-
change photos. - H. Sims, ing with a single young Chris-
1443 5th, Chicago Heights, Ill. tian man between 21-30. Race.
• • • color or religion does not mat-
Deer Mme Chantal: I would ter. He must be sincere and
like to meet a nice gentleman like children. 1 am 5 feet, 9
between the ages of 3$ and inches tall, medium brown
43. I am 33 years of age, 5 complexion. I,_ will answer all
felt, 10 inches tall, weigh 180 letters and achange photos.-
lbs., medium brown complex- Bessie Lee Barringer, 353 W.
ion. Looks, race or complex- Englewood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
ion do not matter. He must be • • •
neat and clean. - Miss Lucille Dear Mme Chante: I AM a
Givens, Rt. 3, Bo 149, McComb, widow, sniall, fair complexion.
Miss, 125 lbs., 5 feet, 2 inches tall,
• • • Like to hear from a gentleman
Dear Mme Chante: I have between 60 and 65 years old.
been a regular reader of your -.Mrs. Guy F,. Braxton, 2315
column for one year. Maybe Bryant Ave., Baltimore 17, Md.
publishing this letter will end • • •
my lonely week ends. Would Dear Mme Chante: I am 26
like to meet a young lady years old, a veteran. Interest -
between 18 and 40, around 5 ed in meeting a sincere, in
feet, 8 inches tall, weighing be- telligent lady who has an in-
tween 125 and 175 lbs. She telligent outlook on life. She
must be neat and clean and must be willing to help her
has children. Please send pho. 2 in., tall, 180 lbs., light brown uspend Lincoln Studentssincere. It won't matter if she husband get ahead. 1 am 6 ft_to. I am 40, 5 feet, 11 inches complexion. Color doesn't mat-
tall, 215 lbs., medium brown ter. If not serious, please no
complexion. All letters will be not write. Will exchange pho- For NAACP Activit
R•of Doodle
fclit.inG eaout TUE MiSTAKE you've MINDsitS Is PISNIatol$ Wont% -AND FM
Telt5 BILL YOU SEMI Me'
SAISIPICE? le1/11- s-7--Ze ,
N\ CetILDN'T et!YouSEE
• velvet ISIE/4 enVeavIN
44e
it. ON OW IsittilliKIS!
--41)1:Stti
( ACCORDINO 10 IblESS SILLS YOU'VE
SEWN 15114DINtls kitt tACH morm...qouve
cut-T(194LN IMPROVIN6 ON fAllefikKES...
YOU' Rh MAKING MORE OF l'NEMI
'Ilk
I
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041001,
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:inswered. - Aaron Johnsim, toe. - Emmitt T. Coleman,
2836 W. Futon St., Chicago 12, 8141 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago 19,
III. Ill.
• . • • • • On March 17, the following be attended by a faculty -Dear Mme Chante: I want Dear Mtn,. clunk.. named nine students were sus- sponsor. You did not notify to hear from a lady who does My brother met a very pended from Lincoln Univer• the sponsor of the Studen „.not believe she can find the lovely girl through your col- sity: Visanio Johnson, Okla- Chapter of the NAACP ofhoma City; Reginald Johnson, your desire to hold such a ,
school juniors and seniors in- to prove
_ High kisindwilolifngpetrosognivsehoenwe aantesh,abuncet umn. I would like to meet a
nice single girl between 25 and Oklahoma City; 1.uvell Jhon- meeting, nor request his pre. .,'
DURHAM, N. C.
himself. Perhaps not
and mathematics may attend but by correspondence, and 
nage. I ern 34, 5 feet, 10 inches Cates, St. Louis; Jtimes Mary "'You had been warned not"'
who is interested in mar- son, Dermott, Ark.; James urine,terested in biology, chemistry, by Personal contact at first 38.
meeting personally tall, dark brown complexion. Broadmix, St. Louis; Ylnld to send out news releases -..
Moore, Memphis, Tenn.; without the knowledge and
North Carolina College next then by
summer for six weeks on all- and talking together. I want Henry Clay, Joseph Richardson, Kansas approval of the sponsor $4,1
City; Vera Sanders Ft. Worth. the dean of students. Yetvv•
Tex.; Jacqueline Johnson, news of this proposed meeting, .,
Oakland, • Calif. and the planned parade which .
a
•
to get ahead in life and would 9842 LaSalle,
like to find a lady who has the Chicago, Ill.
North Carolina Negro of the College Chapter of theThese students, all members
NAACP received a letter from
Dr. Earl E. Dawson, presidentFrater Becomes Priest of the university stating "theiractions of public discourtesy
and defiance have created an
unplesent impression that, un-
fortunately, will affect all
other Lincoln Students.
"This present action is taken
as a result of your deliberate
insubordination and defiance
of directives issued by this
offices, and by the Committee
on Student Adjustment in ad-
vance of the illegal meeting
which you held March 16,
1062, in spite of a written
notice by the Committee that
such a meeting would be con-
sidered as an act of insurb-
ordination, and punishable by
suspension.
FACULTY SPONSORS
"Al student meetings must
After one year in Williston
High school, he entered St.
Augustine High school in Bay
St. Louis, Mies., where he com-
pleted his high school work
in 1952.
John P. Cody, D. D,; coadjutor lie entered the Society of the
archbishop of New Orleans, on Divine Word novitiate, St.
the feast of St. Patrick, March ?diary's Seminary; Techny, Ill.,
17, in the chapel of St. Augus- in 1952 end professed his first
tine seminary, Bay
Miss. 
St. Louis, vows in 1954.
Upon receiving his A. B. de-
Father Artis, who will be 30 gree at St. Augustine seminary,
next July, the son of Mr. and Bay St. Louie, he took perpet-Mrs. George Henry Antis, sr.,
was born here and received his ual vows in 1960. He became
elementary education in St. subdescon in September, 1981,
Thomas' school, graduating in and deacon in December of the
1947. same year.
cern of the world's problems saved by Union's School of Re-
ar, not good enough until they ligion in co-operation with the
have been applied. Through National Foundation of Funda-
application his power and love mental Education and 54
come manifest, We must ask churches of the Richmond corn-
ourselves, 'what will God_ do munity. Dr. A. B. James, vice-
next rather than whet 111
'5--- president of Union, served as
man do next.?'" coordinator for the well at-
The two-day conference end- tended and highly successful
ed with a luncheon in Gray confab this year.
NORMAL, Ala. - The Ala-
bama State Board of Education
named Dr. Richard David Mor-
rison president of the Alabama
A&M college recently to suc-
ceed Dr. Joseph Fanning Drake.
Because of prolonged illness
and close approach to corned!.
1.gt'S nave %feu* 1:090•Ita's LANNI
NoWrIng /110114411 ShWil WOO
A 'TICKET 10111 PARKIN'
4-t4A-1'4 MIS gYi NICE OF NW
*veleta ...140e4 1,,OSSO *ALL
RI610/ AL i,ew me-% elestio!)-'
sory• retirement age of 70, Dr.
Drake was mad* president
emeritus Feb. 31 and requested
to serve in a consultative ca-
pacity to the new president
until June 30, 1962, when by
law he will retire after 350
years as president of the col-
lege.
Dr. Morrison, who asstuned
duties of president March I, is
a native of Utica, Miss. He re-
ceived his early education at
Utica Institute in Mississippi,
earned the bachelor of science
degree in agricultural educa-
tion at Tuskegee Institute, the
master of science degree at Cor-
nell university, and the doctor
of philosophy degree in educa-
tion at Michigan State univer-
sity.
• After graduation from Tus-
kuste, the new president
taught vocational agriculture
kir five years in Alabama, and
had served for 25 years u di-
rector: Frank L. Stanley.
Sr., vice-chairman; and Gal-
en Martin, executive direc-
tor. The commission is the
only one of its kind created
by a southern state legisla-
ture.
rector of the Division of Agri-
culture at the Alabama A&M
college before succeeding to the
presidency of the college.
DR. RICHARD MORRISON
did not take place, Caine front"'
a news agency." rI
On Saturday afternoon an.
proximately 350 Students as-
gambled on the quadrangle its.s
front of the university libritrYol
Gregory mAdams,ajoro f Na ieenwior yjouurzna :
first addressed the assemblegin
grouatnJes Gates followed Gre-
gory Adams and told the as-
sembled students: "I speak,
not as a representative of anY"'
organization, but as an in- -
dividual citizen." He urged the •
group to protest, the actioa-,
directed against each student's:,:
constitutional rights. 
'
An FOR PRESIDENT
Visanio Johnson, president "
of the college chapter of the
NAACP, was the third per.
son to stand before the group„,,
When Johnson concluded,,
his speech, someone present,.
spotted Dr. Dawson in this-
crowd. Students began chant + "
ing "We want the presidenti''
We want the president!"
Premident Dawson cemer,,4
forward and told the group
assembled, "No one compel& ,
you to take anything! This !
university operates under cer-
tain rules and regulations,
and we cannot run an inetitu.
tion where there is anarchy. I
The people that have called
this meeting are in direct
defiance dai,eyesteorfthye directive. sent
With regard to the directive-
sent out by him "expressly
forhiding" the NAACP.
Chapter at Lincoln to continua
its protest plans again. diss,
crimination in the local bowli
ins alleys, the president of the
University said: "I don't warX
any of you to feel that be
cause we asked the NAACIR
to stay out of this friatter that.
we are against opening the
bowling alleys. •.s.
This was done because
the unprofessional actions el
the very geoup that is
to open them up."
••••
Determined to keep abreast
or new developments in
field, Dr. Morrison attendesk,
summer workshops for dunk.,
and directors of instruction at
land-grant colleges at Iowa,
State university in 1910,
Colorado1960Oklahomarsitystp‘ceuand Statet e  u nive
university in 1961. rt•
President Morrison is a
member of the American Courts.,
try Life association, Profee=„
sionel Agriculture society, New.,
Farmers of Ameirea, Amer'
lean Association of University
Professors, Alabama State
Teachers association, Frontiers
International. Inc., and board
of directors of the local Harris
Home for Children
Ile is also chairman of the..
c:ciiii c.mimittee a the Coqn.
Union. at the college.
,•,1 Chspter, Federal Credit
The president and his wife,.
Mrs. Ethel Morrison, are mem-
bers of the Methodist church. r
own Vera Little, who has won
International fame at home
and abroad, is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Booker
T. Little, at their home at 11
N. Rembert.
Her visit has given her a
well-deserved rest from the
arduous role of a mezzo-so-
prano in opera companies of
Europe. Miss Little returned
home from Italy following
outstanding triumphs in Paris
France, in Bonn, Germany
with the Bonn Opera Com-
pany where she sang the title
role in Carmen. Her recent
triumphs in Italy returned her
to the same country where she
sang for The Pope in the
Vatican City two years ago.
Miss Little is a graduate
of Manassas High school, and
was a pupil of the late Mes-
<fame Florence Cole Talbert
McCleave.
The city of Memphis is in-
deed proud of this native
daughter whose star has risen
to the zenith of the world of
opera and concert singing.
HONOR MRS. HAYES
The beloved matriach of the
Hayes family, MRS. T. H.
HAYES, SR., was feted at a
surprise "This Is Your Life"
program at Collins Chapel
church Sunday before last.
Surrounded by her two sons
and their wives, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas H. Hayes and Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor C. D. Hayes, tri-
bute was paid to the regal
personality who has long do-
minated the social, civic and
religious life of this city. She
is the widow of the late T.
H. Hayes Sr., who founded
the first Negro undertaking
business in the city.
Mrs. Hayes' good works are
legion, including women's
clubs . . . she was one of the
first Memphians to receive
the Omega Psi Phi Achieve-
ment Award . . . and, other
organizations and her work
with them, was cited by James
King who served as master of
ceremonies; Mrs. L. R. Davis
who spoke for Collins Chapel
Church; Louis Edge—a mem-
ber of the staff at the T. H.
Hayes Funeral home, speaking
as an employee; Mrs. Loretta
*ate°, for Family Service,
re
ere Mrs. Hayes has long
n a member of the board
of directors . . . Mrs. Robert
Woods for the Stewardess
Board at Collins Chapel; Mrs.
Annie L. Higgins speaking as
a very dear friend and for
Mrs. Hayes' hundreds of other
friends and for Rev. J. A.
McDaniels for the Memphis
Urban League . . . and Mrs.
Higgins also spoke for the
Eastern Star Chapter 137 of
which Mrs. Hayes is also a
member . . and concluding
with Mrs. Mary D. King who
represented the City Federa-
tion of Colored Women's
Clubs . . . and by Mrs. Susie
Hightower whose late father
worked for the Hayes business
when it was located on Pop-
lar St. long years ago.
Others appearing with glow-
ing testimonials were Mrs.
Addie Owen for the YWCA;
Mrs. Maxine Draper for the
South Side Auxiliary of Col-
lins Chapel, Mrs. Mary Mur-
phy for the Hiawatha club,
Memphis' oldest women's club,
of which Mrs. Hayes was a
charater member.
Appearing on the formal
program were Mrs. Stativa
Raynor, who sang. "Give Her
Flowers" . . . and beautiful
flowers were presented by
Mrs. Flora Cochrane . . . Mrs.
Torris Toney for the Alpine
Neighborhood club . . LeRoy
Williams for the Ever Ready
club of St John Baptist
church . . Clarence Norman
dedicated a reading to Mrs.
Hayes for kind deeds when
he needed •a friend; Mrs.
Pearl Clark read telegrams
and especially cited one sent
ivy Mrs. Jennie Broadnax
Vance and then words by
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, pastor
of Collins Chapel.
Mrs. Geraldine Smith plan-
ned the outstanding program.
There were scores of gifts
and telegrams, including the
-one from her two granddaugh-
en—
BEAUTICIANS!!
LEARN THE ART OF
HAIR-WEEV
MADELINE OLIVER'S
HAIR-WEE V
Training School
5107 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Phone: KEnweed 6-1383
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SOCIETY
Merry
Go-Round
BY MARJORIE I. (KEN
1 1111 al'IMIll••1111111101111aNNE:::!
FAMED DIVA, Memphis' ters, Mrs. Wesley Groves of
Los Angeles, Calif., and Miss
Tommy Kay Hayes at Fisk
University.
Her sons are Thomas Hayes
former owner of the Birming
ham Black Barons, who sold
the famed Willie Mayes to the
major league, and a successful
business man with extensive
holdings in the Mid-South and
in Chicago . . and Taylor C
D. Hayes, president of the
T. H. Hayes Funeral home and
well-known civic and political
worker, including outstand-
ing service to the NAACP and
the American Legion.
Mrs. D. J. Thomas, another
lifelong friend, played the
organ, and Mrs. Daisy Nor-
man and Mrs, W. B. Meadows
were seen among the more
than 200 attending the cita-
tion program to a wonderful
wife, mother, grandmother
and greatgrandmother whose
activities belie her years.
Other close friends seen were
Mr. and Mrs. George Clark,
Sr., Mrs. Aubrey Johnson
Turner, Mrs. Oscar Crawford;
Julius Isable, Mrs. Henrietta
Criagen, Mr. atid Mrs. M. Le-
noir; Mrs. Lytia McKinney,
Mr. and Mrs. James Joy, Mrs.
Ernestine Koran, Mrs. M. L.
Adams, Atty. B. F. Jones,
Mrs. Jennie Tarpley and D.
J. Thomas.
BRILLIANT BRIDGE PARTY
MRS. CLEO MOTLOW
JONES' artistic flair was evi-
denced throughout a lavish
party given by her for OLD
ACQUAINTANCE BRIDGE
CLUB AND ITS FRIENDS,
last Saturday evening at the
Foote Homes Auditorium.
Vivacious Cleo, a former
colleague of your scribe at
Magnolia School, was radiant
in a bouffant red after-five
dress and black peau de soie
pumps, her costume cueing
the intriguing red, black and
white colors that predominat-
ed the posh affair.
Large card-motif wall dec-
orations featured Queens of
hearts interspersed with beg-
littered oversided jokers, aces
and kings, all looking down
upon the banquet scene that
was spectacular. 'Twas a
Swedish smorgasbord service,
the table overlaid with a white
cloth and caught with r e d
roses.
At the smorgasbord, silver
trays held myriad assortments
of hors d'ouevres that were
beautiful to behold, neslted in
variecolored greens of assort-
ments of lettuces the items
again featuring more of the
red and black theme which
was carried out so minutely in
every detail of the smart
party.
The elaborate menu consist-
ed of shrimp cocktail, tossed
salad, Hawaiian barbecued
chicken (surrounded with
masses of magnolia leaves and
white flowers), potatoes au
gratin, broccoli with hollan-
diase sauce and assorted fruit
tarts.
With the benign features of
kings and queens looking
down on the festive scene, the
theme "Let's Play Bridge"
was always in mind, as card
tables on either side of the
long banquet table displayed
glittered king and queens,
whose numbers proclaimed
the number of the tables . .
tallies were in red and black
. . and THERE WAS A
SERVE THE LORD NOW
Minister's Corrsispondenc• Diplo-
ma course for M•n. Women 16.60,
who ore nminbers of our Faith, also
others desiring to b. members. For-
mal education unnecessar• . Mail
dollar donation for postage, sam-
ple lessons, Mc. P en te co to I
Brethren Assemblies, Woles,Mass.
SPEAS
for Salads
(clip and save)
. cup Speas vinegar
2 tablespoons oil
3 tablespoons pre-
pared horseradish
Combine all ingredients thoroughly
and chill before adding to salad.
PRIZE FOR EVERYBODY
PRESENT . . . guests' gifts
wrapped in red and members
in black. The assortment of
gifts ran the gamut from per-
fumes dear to miladies' hearts
to costume jewelry, bag ac-
cessories and other items so
dearly loved by women.
The warmth of the occasion
radiated from the hostess to
the smartly clad guests, as
Cleo was assisted by her hus-
band, her brothers and her
mother in dispensing the
lavish hospitality.
OLD ACQUAINTANCE at-
tending the elegant affair were
Mesdames Anna Clark, Annie
C. Lee, Lonnie Sargent,
Mayme Dillard, Loretta Crut-
cher, the Misses Yvonne
Hawkins, Rose Long and Mat-
tie Fugh.
Friends of the club and the
hostess included Mesdames
Evelyn Robinson, Vivian
Brown, Bernice Cole, Rita
Olive, M. Hudson, Emogene
Stotts, Lorraine Phillips, Ear-
line Mobley, Dorothy Berkley,
Nellie Counts, Marie Smith,
Dorothy Mosley, Vera Steven-
son, Bertha Dillard, Florence
Bonner, Carlee Bodye, Elma
Mardis, Mamie Gibson, Ada
Jackson, Eleanor Currie and
Misses Fay Gentry, Velma
Lois Jones and Juanita Allen.
Winners of prizes were
Mamie Dillard and Annie C.
Lee; and guest winners at
the game, were Mrs. M. Hud-
son and Dorothy Moseley.
TENTH AFFAIRE
Rehearsals and preparations
are in full swing for GER-
SOPPA DUKES, INC.'s tenth
anniversary AFFAIRE EX-
TRAORDINAIRE, Easter Sun-
day afternoon, April 22, at
CLEAR POOL BEVERLY
ROOM, 4070 Winchester ave.,
at Lamar. The Easter Seal
campaign has been selected
by the group as the charity
contribution recipient. Robert
L. Dillard is the president of
the well-known organization,
and the dean of local fashion
show commentars.
Mrs. Cornelia M. Grenshaw,
will again be the coordinator-
commentator. Mrs. Anna Bar-
bour Mitchell is the models
director.
Woman Nearly
Itches To Death
"I nearly itched to death
7Y: years.Tbers I founda
new wonder ereme.Now
I'm happy," writes Mrs.
P.Ranssay of L A. Cali f
Here's blessed relief from
tortures of vaginal itch,
rectal itch, chafing, rash
and eczema with an smacins_new scientificformulacalledLANACANE.Thisfastmeting
medicated cremekillsharmfulbacutriagerms
while it soothes raw, irritated and indented
tissue. Stops acruclunt—so speeds healing
Don't au Seri s  Get LANACANE at druggists.
DEFENDER
Mr. and Mrs, 0. Montgomery
Berean Baptist Scene Of
Light-Montgomery Nuptials
The former Miss Rachael
Hortense Light and Oscar
Montgomery were married in
a double ring ceremony held
at 2:30 p.m. March 25 at
Berean Baptist church in Jack-
son, Tenn. Rev. A. L. Camp-
bell, pastor of the church,
officiated.
The bride is the daughter
of Mrs. William Light and the
late Mr. Light of Jackson. The
groom is the son of Mrs. Oscar
Montgomery and the late Mr.
Montgomery of St. Louis, Mo.
The setting for the impres-
sive ceremony was an im-
provised altar of branched
candelabra entwined with
greenery and palms, centerd
with huge white chysanthe-
mums. Completing the scene
was the white kneeling bench
where the couple received
their blessing.
Nuptial music was furnish-
ed by Mrs. Arva L. Robinson
organist and Charles Bledsoe,
soloist.
ESCORTED BY UNCLE
The bride, given in mar-
riage by her uncle, the Rev.
J. Jackson of St. Louis, Mo.,
was radiant in her gown of
tulle, topped with chantilly
lace that buttoned down the
back to the waist and the
4 servings.
'• teaspoon sugor
'. teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons
rnayonnoise
SPEAS VINEGAR
Apple Cider or Distilled
At Grocers Everywhere
By ANNA L. COOKE long sleeves tapred to points
over her Wrists. Her volumi-
nous skirt, caught in points by
rosettes with a soft bustle
drape at the back flowed into
a chapel train of lace.
Her fingertip veil of illusion
was attached to a flowered
crown. She carried a white
prayer book with a white
orchid and white satin stream-
ers.
The matron of honor was
Mrs. Dorothy Hamlett Young
of Jackson. The bridemaids
were: Mrs. Kaye Reed, of
Jackson, Mrs. Jessie T. Nave
of Kansas City, Mo., Mrs.
Helen Owens of Jackson; Miss
Christine Durham of Chicago;
and Miss Willie Mae Perkins,
Jackson.
They were identical mauve
dresses of silk organza over
taffeta and nylon net fashion-
ed with fitted bodices and
barrel-shaped skirts caught at
the waist lines with bows and
matching pumps. The head
dress was a miniature crown
with pearls and each carried
an orchid with streamers.
USHERS
The little flower girl was
Renee Jones who was dressed
in white with mauve acces-
sories.
Julius Tennon of St. Louis,
azitowo &dem, ask 1r
/le4TqPiz
RICELAND RICE
SHRIMP FEW
Riceland Rice is as
simple as it is versatile
takes only minutes
to cook ... no peeling
or paring or washing
... makes a perfect
partner for seafood,
meat, vegetables,
fruits. High in enemy,
nth in netabil Brow,
lbw in met, quick 'n
easy to Si.. Servo
Riowland Rice. It's
VELLY bUCE.I
METHOD: 1. Speinkle
Arany with Merry, let
stand 1hour. 2. Cornhine
butter and Sour in top
of double boiler. Add
cream stir till roan is
thiek but not boiling.
3 Preys yolks through
Nome man bold. Ruh to
peer and stir (httle Its
tentet heirmece. Bah
till smooth. 4. AM Mk.
weatamem, groper. I. Wire
rule en sir et
errs, adkiiimi Ammo Oa
Orem Mot /mawm/. dend
servo weer WWI led of
Iterldinerril lore
COOK
BOOK
re mire, emir SO redoes era
• maw em. Mee lambent trim
R.41/1.0/134.1.1m1tmotAabeasam,
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Easter Wedding Planned For
Merry High School Teacher
JACKSON, Tenn. — An-
nouncement of the betrothal
and forthcoming marriage of
Miss Mary Elizabeth Taylor to
James M. Harris was made
Mo. was best man. Ushers
were William Fuller, cousin
of the bride from Denmark,
Tenn.; James Willuen Disn-
muke, cousin of the groom of
Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Samuel Lockard and Oliver
Ross of St. Louis, Mo.
The ring bearer was little
Reginald Mason of St. Louis,
Mo.
The bride's mother chose
pink lace with matching ac-
cessories, wearing an orchid at
her shoulder. The groom's
aunt, Mrs. Rosie Yates of St.
Louis,' Mo. also chose pink,
wearing an orchid to compli-
ment her costume.
THE GUEST
Other out of twon guests
included Mrs. J. Jackson a
St. Louis, Mo. and Mrs. Zula
Fuller of Denmark, Tenn.,
aunts of the bride; Mrs. An-
nie Linsey of St. Louis, aunt
of the groom, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Mason, Mrs. Audrey Lockard,
Mrs. Valerie Tennnon, Mrs.
Norma Milton, Miss Norris
Brown, all of St. Louis, Mo.;
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hennings
and daughters, Miss Beulah
Hennings and Mrs. Ward of
Denmark_ and Jackson.
A reception in the lovely
home of Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah
Savage on S. Church Street
followed the ceremony. Re-
ceiving at the door were Mrs.
Savage along with her two
daughters. Serving at the
guest register was Mrs. Mil-
dred Manuel.
The bride's table, beautiful
with a tiered wedding cake
topped with a bride and groom
and sterling candelabra hold-
ing 'lighted candles, was at-
tended by Mrs. Marie Merritt
and Miss Gladys McKinney.
The couple will make their
home in St. Louis, Mo. where
he is a mortician and Mrs.
Montgomery is a registered
nurse.
•
known this week by her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Price
of Jackson.
The wedding of the popular
director of health and physical
education at Merry High
school will take place on
Easter Sunday, April 21, at
First Baptist church Madison
street at noon with Dr. A.
McEwen Williams, pastor of
St. John Baptist church, Mem-
phis, officiating, lie will be
assisted by Rev. J. Marion
Cunningham, pastor of the
Jackson church.
Miss Taylor is a graduate
of Lane college and has done
further study at Tennessee
State university in Nashville.
She is a member of • Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority, the
Rosette club, representative
of the Pan Hellenic, Council
and member of the Jackson
Women's Federated club
The future bridekroom is
the son of Mr. a n d Mrs.
Marvin Harris of Jackson. A
Korean War veteran, he serv-
ed with the Air Force in Eu-
rope and Africa and attend-
ed a technical school at
Cheyenne, Wyoming.
He is presently a student
at Lane college, majoring in
English. He is president of
the English club, a member of
the college band and is pledg-
ed to Omega Psi Phi fraterni-
ty.
Miss Taylor will be given
in marriage by her brother,
William D. Taylor of Chicago.
Many prenuptial courtesies
Foods Taste
BETTER
with...
MISS MARY E. TAYLOR
are being planned for the
bride
-elect. On Friday night
she will share the spotlight
at a bridal tea to open the
nuptial season with Mrs. R.
L. Drain and Mrs. William
Monroe entertaining in the
home of Rev. and Mrs. Mon-
roe. -
Miss Taylor will be feted
at a breakfast on the Saturdayia,
morning preceding the wec11111
ding by members of the Sig-
ma Nu chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority.
Mrs. Jahn Meeks and Mrs.
Robert Harris will be co-
hostess at a 'linen shower in
the well-appointed home of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris.
The scene of the rehearsal
party will be the home of Mr.
and Mrs., Isaiah Savage.
TOOTHACHE
'Don't clrfter needlessly. Gel sPez:as.
from tnrobbm of g pale t
with font acting OSA-111. Pain
fees In secends. Guaranteed
Or InCetey back, all drug stores.
AT YOUR STORE?
Have Carnation Evaporated Milk
in your shopping bag! Mystery
shopper pays for all your groceries-lb
if you qualify!
If the mystery shopper stops you, he will tisk you a
question. You must answer his question correctly. If
you have bought Carnation Evaporated Milk, and if
you answer the question correctly, Carnation will pay
for all the groceries you purchased on that shopping
trip!
Who knows where the mystery shopper will be next?
Who knows when he will select you-at your store!
Therp's a Carnation mystery shopper in your city-
your neighborhood-right now!
Have Carnation in your shopping bag-the healthy
family milk!"The milk with extra Vitamin D to help
your childredbuild sound teeth and bones. The richer,
thicker, creamier milk in the redandwhite can. The
world's favorite evaporated milk, by fart "from Contented Lows"
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Try and Stop Me
 By BENNETT CERF  ---
41001-31 id. 4)IUBBARD used to explam, "When I have aproblem, I think it out on a river bank. I can slt there
all day with a fish pole in my hand and get things sort of
straightened out in my
Mind. I never catch a
fish, but when I come
out, folks say fondly.
'There goes a true fish-
erman.' If I sat in iny
back yard all day think-
ing the same thoughts,
those Mine folks would
saY, 'Look at that lazy
bum doing nothing
again!"
• • •
Mary Lou's caller drove
Me own foreign sports car
but Ms eoavensation left
plait, to be desired. "Your
SSW boy friend hasn't got
Much to him," grumbled Mary Lou's dad, "What does the lad
do, anyhow?" Mary Lou explained, "He inherits."
I
. • •
Don Marquis didn't subscribe to that "up with the bird."
911Mt1so. As he put it,
"Harly to bed and ally to hoe,
Shortens your temper and gums op your (wept**
UK by Demote Curt Dbalbeited by Xing Features Syndics,*
By Paul Robinson
MEAN YOU TWO
WERE ALWAYS
TOGETHER 'N
EVER THING.'
014,121614T
AFTER YOU
SPEND ALL
Or YOUR
ALLOWANCE-
WE'RE.
STILL
PALS-
-Bur I'm GOING
IN BUSINESS
rola MYSELF!
-AND RIGHT
BEForeE you
START ON
MINE!
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DAILY FORTUNE FINDER
To learn. your "Irortune" for today horn the stars, writ* in the letters
et the siphsb corresponding to the numerals on the line of the estro-
--•---- logical period in which you were born. You will find it fan.
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GLAMOR GIRLS
INZ Nadi ne. r••••,'••
"I'm going to be a surprise witness at • trialr•
•
. EXPLAINING THE PROJ-
ECT of the bag-making
are the above women, lef t-
right, Miss Louise Jackson,
Mrs. Crettie Mae Spring-
field, and Miss Ethel Avery-
hart. At the right is Thad-
deus T. Stokes. editor of
the Tri-State Defender, who
went to Brownsville to talk
to the displaced sharecrop-
pers. Mrs. Springfield ex-
plained that SS bags were
recently sent to purch 
in New York. California
and Canada. Heading t h •
shipping committee is Mrs.
Rebecca Estee'. (Photo by
Ernest Withers)
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SPRING ARRIVES
After the long hard winter,
spring was certainly a wel-
coming note, wouldn't you
say? These lovely days really
make you long for the great
outdoors.
Of noted interest was the
recent wedding of Miss
Rachael Light and Oscar
Montgomery on March 25. De-
tails are found in a separate
-column.
The annual Fellowship Tea
,given by The Jackson City
Federation of Women's Clubs
was held on last Sunday after-
noon at Lane College and Was
a most enjoyable occasion.
Highlighting the program was
the crowning of "Miss Junior
Federation" and "Miss Senior
Federation."
Crowned "Miss Junior Fed-
eration" was Miss Rhode Jean
Beasley, daughter of Mr. and
'Mrs. Samuel Beasley. An out-
standing honor student of this
.year's graduating class at
'Merry High School, she is a
-member of the Semper Fed-
elis council, was chosen "Miss
Congenality" in the 1962 "Miss
-Bronze West Tennessee Pa-
geant" where she appeared
with an instrumental piano
selection at the tea.
Named as "Miss Senior Fed-
eration" was Miss Georgia
Kelly Wisdom, a member of
the Civic Pride club. She was
named Madison County Teach-
er of the Year by Lake Cisco
Post, No. 4805 and received a
citation, an alumni award in
the field of education, at the
Lane College Founder's Day
celebration.
Other features on the pro-
Mississippi Drops
Charge Against
Percy E. Sutton
gram were "Miss Bronze West
Tennessee," Miss Ethel De-
berry who rendered a vocal
solo and glee clubs from West
and East High Schools.
President of the City Fed-
eration is Mrs. Marie Penn,
dean of women at Lane col-
lege.
ARTIST SERIES
The second in the Artist
Series at Lane college was the
presentation of Ramon Her-
nandez, guitarist, in recital on
March 27. Featured were
Flamenco Patterns, folk and
popular songs. The third in the
series will be Martina Arroyo,
soprano on the campus Wed-
nesday, April 25. Chairman of
the Division of Humanities is
Dr. C. D. Bigger while Oliver
W. Hewitt is chairman of the
Fine Arts Series.
Rev. Edward L. Brown of
Jackson has been awarded a
Protestant Fellowship from
the Rockefeller Brothers Theo-
logical Fund, one of 25 grant-
ed to outstanding students in
the United States and Canada.
The one-year fellowship per-
mits a student who is com-
mitted to the ministry as a
vocational goal to study at
the seminary of his choice.
The announcement of the
1962-63 class of fellows was
made by President Nathan M.
Charges against Percy E.
Sutton, arrested in Jackson.
Miss., as a Freedom Rider last
summer, have been dropped.
Atty. Sutton, president of
the New York City NAACP.
and New York Assemblyman
Mark Lane were arrested last
June on charges of conspiring
to disturb the peace.
The State's Attorney f n r
Mississippi, however, asked
that the charges be dismissed
because the two men w ere
alone and not acting in con-
cert.
chairman of the Fund granting
the fellowships.
' Rev. Brown, a middler at
the Interdenominational Theo-
logical Center, Atlanta, Ga.,
spent his early life in the
Salem CME church. He at-
tended Montgomery H igh
School, Lexington, Tenn.,
where he received several
honors. He is a graduate of
Lane college he received
awards for outstanding serv-
ice in the field of religion,
most valuable football player,
and most valuable tenor solo-
ist for the college choir.
Rev. Brown has an out-
standing record as a student
pastor. He was successful in
building a beautiful church in
Bolivar, Tennessee. He is
presently serving as pastor of
the St. Mary CME church in
Chattanooga.
ATTENDS MEET
Thursday, March 29 found
J. A. Cooke in Nashville,
Tennessee attending the an-
nual meeting of the Commit-
tee on Follow-up of the White
House Conference on Children
and Youth. The invitation was
is-tied by Governor Buford
Ellington to state delegates
who attended the White House
Conference. The meeting was
held at the Andrew Jackson
hotel in conjunction with the
Tennessee Conference of So-
cial Work.
Discussed were problems of
young people who are out of
school and unemployed. Gov-
ernor Ellington spoke at a
banquet held that evening at
the hotel.
Keep in mind the Debutante
Cotillion to be held Friday,
April 13 in the Lane college
gymnasium. Several Jackson
young misses will be present-
ed at the affair sponsored by
Pusey of Harvard university, Sigma Gamma Rho sorority.
BANQUET FOR TEACH-
ERS—More than 100 per-
sons were present for the
annual banquet of the
Blytheville District associa-
tion, and shown, from left,
at the speaker's table are
A. E. Lester, Leo D. Jef-
fers, Mrs. Helen R. Dunn,
Dr. R. D. Crockett, guest
speaker: Mrs. Rosie L.
Shine, Mrs. O'Neita Young
and W. C. Levertt.
IN TUNE WITH SPRING
- and Easter was the armos-
_ phere created at Porter PTA
•• Tea. held recently. Color-
..
• fol rabbits were used in the
decorations of the cafeteria
•• and the stage, when tea and
program were given. The
table was centered with tall
tapers and garlanded with
greenery and spring flowers
with cut-glass punch bowb
on each end. Highlight of
the affair was a program of
music and dance featuring
She talented Porter Counter-
points,an instrum•ntal
group. Executive Committee
members and Tea chairmen
pose along with the prin-
cipal. A. B. Owens, Jr., Mrs.
Christine D. Hill, president
and Mrs. Valeria Fifer, gen-
eral chairman. They express
appreciation to patrons,
friends and committees who
worked for the success of
the event.
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Here It Is
The Contest You Have Been Awaiting!!
Valuable "Points" for every newspaper
you sell. The "Whale-Of-A-Contest
starts today...and continues 12 weeks.
Newsboys Are Divided into 4 Groups
GROUP A
[Newsboys selling 15 or more newspapers each week)
10 Points For Retaining Base each week.
5 Points For -Prompt Payment
5 Points For each New Customer
10 Points For Customer List
GROUP B
(50 or more papers each week)
10 Points For Retaining base Each Week.
5 Points For Prompt Payment
7 Points For Each New Customer
10 Points For Customer List
GROUP C
(20 or more papers each week)
1 Point For Each Paper Sold
5 Points for Prompt Payment
S Points For Each New Customer.
10 Points For Customer List
GROUP D
[New Boys Selling Less than 20)
2 Points For Each Paper Sold
5 Points For Prompt Payment ,
10 Points For Each New Customer
10 Points For Customer List.
GIFTS * GIFTS * GIFTS *
Will Be Awarded To the Boys Who
Reaches 500 Points in 12 Weeks.
CONTEST RULES*•
1. All Tri State Defender newsboys are eligible.
2. Contestants must complete reports to their distributing
agent each week to continue in the contest.
3'. Contest will end Saturday, June 2 at 5 P.M.
4. Employers of the Tri State Defender and members of
their families are not eligible.
5. Decisions of the judges are final.
•
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Sports
°HORIZON
GREAT INCENTIVE
When the Cincinnati Bear-
cats took the floor against
Ohio State in NCAA Tourna-
ment Finals in Louisville's
Freedom Hall, the capacity
crowd was amazed at the way
the Missouri Valley Champs
were dominating the No. I
rated Buckeyes from Colum-
bus.
The game was a re-match of
the 1961 finals, Cincinnati, the
defending titlist, was out to
prove that its overtime win
for the title last year was no
fluke. On the other hand, the
Itry Lucas-led- Buckeyes,aten only by Wisconsin dur-g regular season play, were
anxious to bag the elusive Na-
tional Tourney crown, to au-
thenticate their top ranking
conducted by the nation's wire
services.
After the NCAA Regionals
had narrowed down to these
two crackerjack Ohio teams,
the stage was set for the ex-
pected battle of the year. Cin-
cy's Ed Jucker, owner of the
enviable record of two Na-
tional Championships in two
years at the helm for the
Bearcats, simply pointed out
to his players that they con-
sidered themselves at the top
and their coach was named
"Coach of the Year." "We are
No. 1 and what do you think
of your coach?" clamored
Jucker. The results of the
Comore coaching strategithology is htstory now, andBuckeyes-were again sent
home deprived of the one
honor that a team which prov-
ed almost unbeatable during
the three year tenure of All-
Americat-Lucas, so justly de-
served. .
Cincinnati used four Ne-
groes in its starting five, and
sepia 6'9" star center Paul
Hogue of Knoxville, Tenn.,
simply glued himself to the
great Lucas, who could break
thru for only 11 points. Hogue
was like a savage on the back-
boards as he controlled both
boards.
PASSED UP
The best recognition Hogue
or any of his teammates re-
ited from the All-Americanctors was a second teamrth on one of the teams.
Hogue has come a long way
since he appeared in the state
tournament in 1957 for Austin
High of Knoxville. His father,
principal of Austin, was in
Nashville during this year's
state tournament. Austin was
defeated by Booker T. Wash-
ington in the finals.
CAGERS DROPPED
It was surprising news to
most Tennessee A & I State
rooters, when it was learned
that the teams' two leading
scorers Gene Werts and Porter
Merriwether were dropped
from the squad by Coach
Harold Hunter just before the
Midwest Conference Tourney.
It was reported that the two
starts had broken training re-
gulations. Warts, who didn't
play during the 1960-61 cam-
paign because he was ordered
to rest a season by his physi
cian, coached the freshme.i
ilm durihg that time. Manythese freshmen were mem-ers of the sophomore-dom-
inated TSU Tigers' squad.
NAIA HONORS
Merriwether, a classy sen-
ior guard f r om Evansville,
Indiana, was named to the
NAIA All-American team.
Sporting a 16 points per game
average, Merriwether helped
State compile a 16-9 record.
However, the Tigers won the
Midwest Tourney without
him. Syracuse of the NBA
drafted Merriwether.
Ze/mo Beatty, who led his
Prairie View mates to the
NAIA Championship with a
victory over tough, Westminis-
ter (Pa.) in the finals, and
Charlie Hardnett of Grambl-
mg also were named to the
All-American team of small
colleges.
LEMOYNE RATES
LeMoyne, fourth place fin-
isher In the SIAC Conference
Tournament, received recog-
nition for its scoring ability
in the final NAIA statistics
release.
Jimmy Gordon, an outstand-
ing freshman rebounder for
the Magicians, was cited for
his fifth position finish among
the individual field goal shoot-
ers. The Louisville, Kentucky
Central High graduate scored
at a .620 percentage clip, tally-
ing 165 times from the floor
on 266 atiempts.
LeMoyne's leading scorer
David Gaines, Detroit junior,
was ranked 34th in that Ca-
tegory.
The high scoring Purple
Wave ranked ninth and 10th
in team scoring marks. Le-
Moyne had. an 89.0 scoring
average in 23 games this past
season.
ATHLETES FETED
Sam Brown, Memphis World
Sports Editor, told Rust Col-
lege athletes and guests Sat-
urday night in Holly Springs,
Miss., that to achieve in
athletic competition there
must be a desire to win and
willingness to serve. Brown
was the guest speaker at the
Annual Awards Banquet held
on the Rust College campus.
Memphians receiving
awards were Eddie Allen,
Walter Griffin and Premier
Rodgers for football. Dorsey
Patterson and Maurice Tucker
were not present to receive
their basketball certificates.
Rust's coaches, Hawthorne
and Lawson presented the
awards. Lawson added humor
to the presentations when he
selected to comment on each
recipient, calling a spade a
spade.
He Ranks Fifth
James Gordon, 6-3, 210-pound
freshman guard on LeMoyne's
varsity basketball team this
past season, has been ranked
fifth in individual field goal
shooting among players on the
460 NAIA college and univer-
sity squads, according to final
statistics just released.
He scored 165 field goals out
‘.•
•40:
ott "t4N
JAMES GORDON
of 286 attempts for a season's
average of .620.
Gordon is from Louisville,
Ky., where he made all-state
and served as captain of the
Central High school basketball
team during his senior year.
Another LeMoyne player,
Capt. David Gaines, junior for-
ward from Detroit, was ranked
34th in individual scoring by
NAIA.
The final NAIA statistics also
put LeMoyne in ninth position
in team field goal shooting and
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AFTER 38 YEARS OF
DRIVING for the Kroger
Company. James "Jim"
Rooks. 744 Bey St., retires.
Above he (left) IR being
One Million Miles
And 38 Years Later
After driving more than a
million miles during the last
38 years, James "Jim" Rooks
774 Bey st., retired as a truck
driver for the Kroger Com-
pany, 2330 Frisco ave., on Feb.
14. However, it was celebrated
during the annual dinner given
all drivers, at Curries' Tropi-
cana club last Saturday.
Rooks started with the com-
pany in 1925. He is accredited
with 22 years of safe-driving.
He drove a million miles with-
out a chargable accident.
He was presented with an
electric shaver and other gifts
during the annual safety award
dinner sponsored by Kroger
Company. He was also pre-
sented an award by the com-
pany.
Presenting him the shaver
was Washington Faulkner, 2789
Hale st., . . . now the oldest
driver employed, with 33 years
service.
About 18 other drivers and
their wives attended the din-
ner.
They included Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Er-
nest Chaptman, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Phelps, Mr. and Mrs.
Seal Brownlee, Mr. and Mrs.
E. N. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
E. D. Nichols, Mr. and Mrs.
Van Hill, Rev. and Mrs. James
Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Gil-
bert Jones, Mr. and Mrs. James
White, Mr. and Mrs. Luke
White, Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. John
Herron, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Street, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Wilks.
DAC Club Plans For
Annual Picnic
New members of DAC elub
were given a welcoming round
during a regular meeting at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lan-
dy Brown of Kentucky at,, last
Saturday. New members are
Mrs Geneva Mitchell and Mrs.
Fred Lewis.
Main item of business dis-
cussed were plans for the an-
nual picnic held in July.
A gift box was won by Mrs.
Cassie Wallace. Refreshments
were served.
The next meeting Is schedul-
ed for April 18 at the home of
Mrs. Elizabeth Cash. 610-F
Brown Mall., announced the
president, Mrs. Steve Smith.
Mrs. Alberta Ford is club re-
porter.
10th in team offense. In team
field goal shooting, LeMoyne
scored 806 field goals out of
1819 attempts in 23 games for
an average of .498. In team of-
fense, the Memphians posted
2047 points during a 15-8 sea-
son for an average of 89.0.
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
1,or As Little As
$30 MONTHLY
Yuu Can Have 013e or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA. 6-8397
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presented with a gift by a
fellow driver, Washington
Faulkner, during a dinner-
meeting at Curries club.
(Staff Photo).
H. II. KLING
B. B. King To Come
Here And Bring
Sam Cooke April 15
Ellis Auditorium will be the
scene of a spectacular show
as Singin' Sam Cooke will be
"Twistin' The Night Away"
in a Swingin' Spectacular . .
featuring 10 of the biggest hit-
makers in the nation. Mem-
phis' own B. B. King is cele-
brating a grand home-coming
and he's bringing these great
stars to help him celebrate.
The former WDIA disc
jockey has made it "big"
around the nation singing his
THE DRIFTERS
blues. He now spends most
of his time in sunny South-
ern California, but he said,
"No matter how long rin
away from Memphis, it's my
real home, and I love to come
back. The Swingin' Specta-
cular is the finest show I've
ever worked, and I'm looking
forward to bringing it home
to Memphis with me."
• The April 15th show in the
North Hall of Ellis Auditorium
has great variety with solos,
groups, male, female, rock,
blues, — virtually every type
of modern music. In addition
to Sam Cooke and B. B.
King, Dion, — the great star
who introduced "Runaround
Sue" and "The Wanderer" to
America, will make his first
appearance in Memphis.
Handsome Dee Clark, the
fireball star with his singing
MEN, AT LAST 13'S HERE
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ENRIPHMENT PROGRAMS
Along with the Superior
Talented Student Program
here at Manama at various in-
tervals brief enrichment pro-
grams and informal lectures
in the fine arts, literature and
music are given for the stu-
dents in the above average or
level three group to sharpen
their knowledge and interest
in the finer things in life.
These programs are held in
the mornings during the home-
room periods. Only last week
the Art Department in its ser-
ies of cultural programs pre-
sented guest seeker and art
critic Reginald Morris, promin-
ent art instructor at LeMoyne
Mr. Morris in a brief and in-
formal talk gave a moving in-
sight and delved deeper into
the origins of art, art appre-
ciation, and art down through
the ages at its peak in the
Renaissance.
Responsible for presenting
him were our art instructors,
W. P. Guy, A. Walker, and E.
Graham.
BAND. CHOIR CONCERT
Those students who are ben-
efitted and enriched through
our enrichment programs and
those who would enjoy partici-
pating in them witnessed an
evening of enchanting music
at our band and choir concert
held recently. Our band was,
of course, at its best; render-
ing several favorites with the
audience such as: "Block M."
"American in Paris," and "Bal-
let for Young Americans."
Needless to say the choir and
glee clubs under the supervis-
ion of Mrs. B. B. Jones were
highly enjoyed; recapturing
fond memories with selections
as: "Some Enchanted Eve-
ning," and "Will You Remem-
ber?"
The junior high department
has expanded so much this
year a new instructor, Mrs. C.
Gardner, was added to the
staff and with the assistance
of Mrs. B. Wilson made it
difficult to decide which group
of singers were the best! Our
hats are off to Mrs. B. B. Jones,
E. Able, Mrs. B. Wilson, and
Mrs. C. Gardner,
MU ALPHA THETA
The Mu Alpha Theta, na-
tional honor society for stu-
dents excelling in mathematics
inducted new members into
the society recently at a quiet
and solmen program held in
the appropriate atmosphere of
the school library inviting their
and dancing showmanship is a
featured headliner along with
the all-time favorites, The
Drifters.
Next in the lineup are the
fabulous Sensations, an elec-
trifying group that vaulted to
the top with just two records,
"Music, Music, Music," and the
current hit, "Let Me In,"
Gladys Knight and the Pips,
Solomon Burke, Barbara
George—all sensational new-
comers in the past year's re-
cord hit lists will be headlined
as well — with the great
Swingin' Spectacular Band.
The show starts at 8 p.m.
Tickets are now on sale at
Paul's. Goldsmith's and Pop-
lar Tunes Record shop.
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Simmons
o w n teachers as honored
guests. The program was as
follows: devotion, Gwendolyn
Robinson;
Solo, "Give Thanks," Ever-
tine Roderick; Induction cere-
monies, Henry Montgomery,
Gwendolyn Johnson, James
Phillips, and Marieta Wells:
Installation of new members,
Miss Shadye Parker;
Response f r om inductee,
Barbara Duncan;
Awarding of certificates,
Mrs. J. R. Turner, Closing re-
marks, Mrs. Bebe Fingal, act-
ing assistant principal.
Mu Alpha Theta officers are
Henry Montgomery, president:
Gwendolyn Johnson, secretary;
Leon Hurd, treasurer: and
Gwendolyn Robinson, report-
er.
Inductees were: Anita Co-
burn, Katherine Bailey, Bob-
bie Agness, Gloria McCoy, Bar-
bara Duncan. Margaret Neu-
man, Willie Keller, William
Harris, Claudia Walton, Phyl-
lis Atwater, Cleo Hobson,
Marvis Williams, Jessie Young,
Ronnie Morris, Lorenzo Chil-
dress, David Hollowell, Melba
Watson and Roderick Diggs.
Mu Alpha Theta sponsors
are Mrs. J. R. Turner, Mrs. E.
Amos, and Miss S. Parker.
VOTE OF THANKS
The Manassas Chapter of the
National Honor Society wishes
to express its appreciation to
the Douglass chapter of the
society for an invitation to a
program well planned and well
presented.
CUTE COUPLES
Willie C. Owens and Melba
Watson.
Beverly Allen and Lawson
Rowe.
Betty Agness and Osbern
Taylor,
Martel Weaver and George
Howell.
Annie Gray a n d Larry
Brown.
Anders on Harden and
Pearlie Peterson.
Princess Vaughn and Na-
thaniel Ray.
Minnie Bass and James Kil-
gore.
Marva Lovelace and Morris
Webb.
DID YOU KNOW
We are waiting on Billie
Moore to make his "big" move
toward Celeste McKinney
(time waits on no man, Billie,
my friend!)
Elmo Logan and Claudia
Branch are trying to "become
closer together" (Loretta
Shores, what do you have to
say about this?)
Elmer Harrison thought it
best to go back "home."
The grapevine says that
Marie Kirk was about to give
up and "anniversary" to wreck
with a "duke."
Adell Smith has a grudge
against a "truck-driver."
Fred Griffin wants to know
Evertina Roderick better!
Beverly Hooks: what do you
think about Fred Greene?
Jimmie Lee is driving a
GOLFERS COMING
The stage is set. Its official
now. Memphis will host the
greatest thing ever in Negro
golf August 20-24. The golf
courses used will be Fuller
for men and Audubon for
women.
Many future professional
golfers will be seen in the
tournament. Charles Sifford
started off playing in this
tournament and in 1980 in
Chicago ran off and left the
field many strokes behind him.
Former heavy weight cham-
pion Joe Louis usually plays
in this tournament.
A 15 year old teenage girl
wonder from Ohio plays in
this annual affair and carries
"white Impala"now.
Sammie Bruce is trying to
take t h e place of three
"counts" in the heart of Annie
Ruth Phillips,
Marva Crawford had a fine
collection of "sailor
-boys."
Eugene Lee is looking for a
girl-friend. (Volunteers?)
Robert Williams is falling
for one of his "sisters" in 12-3
(guess who?)
John Greene is suffering
from a "badly broken heart"
(Take first-aid from Lois,
John!)
Georgia Brown has given
her permission to let Eddie
Walsh and Yvette Luster be-
come our couple of the week!
(is that right Georgia, my
friend?)
Golfing
With ` Idir
the largest gallery of them &IL
HOTEL PROBLEM
Althea Gibson (famous In
tennis) now a golfing cham-
pion, who we feel will even-
tually join the women Profes-
sional Golf Association, sent
word from Miami, Fla., that if
she could be assured of hotel
accommodations, she will be
here too.
That is the one rusty hinge
we are hoping will fall off
the hotels doors by August.
Once that problem is erased
the City of good abode will
host many great conventions
and tournaments
GUESTS OF CITY
Residents of the city 411
also be asked to share Air
homes with some of tile
golfers. They are looking Aar
nothing but the best in ac-
comodations. Memphis these
are your guest, if you have a
feasible idea speak up. The
Robert Wright Associates )411
be happy to hear and use any
plan you have for making
these golfers' trip more en-
joyable.
Robert Wright can be con-
tacted at JAckson 5-5406 or
EXpress 7.7981.
The longest railway tunnel
in Japan has been completed.
The tunnel is on the Hokurilsu
Line. in Central Japan. It re-
duces sharply the travel time
between Maebara and Neat-
-
su.
"The House Nobody Wants'
I'm old a• the hills, hut all1 beat rent bills.
As arena as Gibraltar, Storm•, qualms gullet
With on Incorn• up•talr•, (Reword to all prayers)
All I alik is a brook -- Please, for Heaven's acik•—
Call my spent (SIMMONS)
Teirathas, Church organizations, or lust anybody, if you hes• $500
In th• bank,,? four perc•nt i , y•u will hone 1520, a the year end.
Buy me, I rose $500 down and $60 per month. I rent for $150 •
month. At the end of the y•or your $500 will be $1,580.
SIMMONS Real Estate Company
101 Linden Ay•nu• • WM 8-3031 - R•s. • OffIcte JA 6-0219
•
News for you!
Careful drirers can /UM' bll y
AUTO INSURANCE
at E.H.CRUMP&CO.
at lowest preferred roles
NOW IT IS EASY FOR YOU TO GET PROPER
PROTECTION AT REASONABLE RATES
Why pay TOM for your automobile insurance than you have to?
If you are a preferred risk, you d•s•rvir preferred rates and
you can get them at E. H. Crump & Co.
And even if you have had trouble buying your car insurance,
you too can now get it at E, H. Crump & Co. at reasonable rates.
Bring your driver's license, and either your license tag receipt
or own•r's title card to the E. H. Crump & Co. office at Main
and Adams.
Stop by tomorrow.
E. H. CRu m p & Co.
HULL-DOBBS
World'. Largest rood thvoi.“
THIRD I GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
CALL US OR COME TO OUR OFFICE TODAY
ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
MIS POPLAR AVE.— Phone: JA 6-0651 or JA 1-01152
Buy Your House
From Simmons
MAIN AT ADAMS
`The South's Largest Insurance Company"
1.
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Commenting
ON REAL ESTATE
By Ted Brown
CO-OP
Co-op — This particular
catch-phrase is quickly recog-
nized in real estate circles in
other towns.
This co-op form of realty
investments is more wide-
spread and is received with
snore enthusiasm.
'What is this co-op business?
'Co-operative" ownership is
an expression denoting mul-
tiple ownership with profits
and losses shared by the re-
spective owners. It has come
into general use to describe
apartments, apartment build-
ings of extravagant magn i-
tudes, taken over by a group
of families to be direct owners,
occupied, and operated by
them for their mutual profit
and benefit. To be brief, it Ii
ownership by an occupying
group: a highly restricted
community of homes under
one roof.
It is different from a single
dwelling in that the tenant-
owner does not have the same
degree of responsibility to-
ward his home because he is
sharing with others unlike the
individual home owner does.
One need not point out the
advantages and disadvantages
of apartment living and the
responsible individual home
owner.
This type of ownership
("Co-Op") is customarily un-
der a corporate set-up, each
tenant-owner being a stock
holder and holding his apart-
ment under a proprietary
lease. Co-operative ownership
differs from syndicate owner-
ship essentially in the sense
that it is not speculative prof-
it and that it anticipates per-
manent home ownership.
We find quite a few buying
duplexes together for the pur-
pose of profit after acquiring
the family home. There have
been occasions where a group
of people united their funds
and purchased plots of land
and apartments to rent out to
the public but not occupy the
premises themselves. This
takes the form of a syndicate.
SYNDICATE OWNERSHIP
The syndicate is a joint yen-
Just We Ladies
Hold A Meeting
Members of the Just We
Ladies Social club were guests
of Mrs. Shelby Brownley dur-
ing a meeting held in her love-
ly Castalia Heights apartment.
After a brief business session.
the hostess served a delicious
menu.
Present were Mrs. Marie
Austin, Mrs. Dorothy Greene
Mrs. Johnnie Weathers, Mrs
'Ruth Biggs, Mrs. Eloise Log-
gins, Mrs. Vienna Christian.
Mrs. Emma Wilson, Mrs. Ber
nice Worsham and Mrs. Lillie
M. Young.
Tennis Club To
Meet Thursday
The Memphis Tennis Club
has made plans for a meeting
at 7:30 pit. Thursday, April
5 at the office of its executive
secretary, Dr. John E. Jordan.
1936 Chelsea ave.
Plans to hold 'practice ses-
sion on recently desegregated
John Rogers court will be dis-
cussed as well as plans for lo-
cal tournament play, said Dr
Jordan.
Ted Craft is president of tht,
club.
2 LeMoyne Profs.
Attend Confab
titre whereby two or more
persons pool contributions
with which they purchase,
hold, and dispose of real
estate through the agency of
a manager or other represent-
atives. It is a method proven
for operating or speculating in
real estate,. It enables many
persons each to take a small
share in a project with the re-
suit that should there be a
loss, the loss is distributed
among the group with the Fic-
tion not resulting in financial
embarrassment to a n y one
party or member. The syndi-
cate is easy to create and easy
to terminate.
While in Atlanta. Ga., a
city often referred to as little
New York, I visited an un-
usually beautiful motel, elab-
orate in every detail. Ample
parking, exquisite furnishing,
and an adequite size swim-
ming pool. Much to my sur-.
prise in the lobby was a sign
which in part said, "bought
and enjoyed by the owners
listed" and beneath this sign
there were about 400 names.
I often hear and I am sure
you have to, the native Mem-
phian's dismay at no place to
go and what's nice in other
cities. The 400 in Atlanta aft-
er talking to a few members,
told me of the way they had
felt and decided to do some-
thing about it. They had
grown tired of standing on the
other side of the fence look-ing in. The amount put into
the syndicate did not hurt any
ter', but the sum total from
r± REV. SISTER GABLE
GOD SENT
All Prayers and Heal jail Fre*Touch of her hand will heal you. REV. SISTER GABLE has theGod-Given Power to Heal by Prayer. Everyone welcome, white orColored at REV. SISTER GABLE'S Home. What you see with youreyes your heart will believe. Are you suffering? Are you sick? Doyou need help? Do you have bad luck? Bring your problems to REV.SISTER GABLE today and be rid of them tomorrow. She advises onall affairs of life. There is no problem so great she can't solve (howto hold your job when you have failed, and how to succeed, calls yourfriends and enemies by name without asking you a single word, andreunites the separated). Upon reaching womanhood and realizing shehad the God
-Given pow r to help humanity, REV. SISTER GABLEhas devoted a lifetime to this work. From the four corners of theworld they come to her, White and Colored—men and woman of allraces and walks of life. Guaranbeed to remove evil influence and badluck. There is no pity for those knowing they are in hard luck andneed help and do not come for it—one visit witr convince you. Shegives lucky days and hands. Lifts you oot of sorrow and darkness andstarts you one the way to success and happiness. If you suffer fromalcoholism and cannot find a cure, don't fail to see this Gifted Womanwho will help you. REV. SISTER GABLE is here for the first time.REV. SISTER GABLE invites you to her home. A FREE LUCKYCHARM WILL BE GIVEN WITH EACH READING. DONATIONSONLY.
Dr. Juanita Williamson, pro-
fessor of English, and Mrs. Vel-
ma R. McLemore. chairman of
the English department, will
represent LeMoyne college,
April 5-7, at the Conference on
College Composition and Com-
munication in Chicago, Ill.
Miss Williamson will serve
as recorder for the workshop
on "The Disciplines of Lexico-
graphy." Sessions will be held
in the Morrison hotel.
— —
Owen Alumni Will
Meet Friday Night
The Owen College Alumni
association will hold a regular
monthly meeting Friday night.
April 8 at 7:30 p.m. in Room
25 of the Administration
building
At the recent Founders' Day
observance, the alumni do-
nated an Elliot Addressing
machine to the college and in-
creased the revolving loan
fund to 5300
All rni.rel,r, 0, uged tO
be el.
RAISING CATTLE. instead
of depending entirely on a
cotton economy, are many
successful farmers in the
South today. Among them
from left, of Pickens. Miss.,
are Charles Malone, second
and a son, Redmond, sec-
each share enabled them to
finally get what was wanted
and the profits have been pos-
itive since the first day.
Bookkeeping is no problem,
the only problem is having
the united feeling and confi-
dence in your fellows. Mem-
phis could use quite a few
things I would not like to
mention, in this article.
Suggestions are open and
maybe a line or a gripe in the
.ps5
ond from right, getting ad-
vice from W. E. Ammons,
left, and Associate County
Agent Alonzo L. Henderson
jr. Improved forming meth-
ods and raising something
besides cotton keep the
Malones in a county where
more than half the Negro
right place might start some-
thing. I will accept sugges-
tions in lines or letter form
but who wants to hear the
gripes.
There is a movement on at
this moment to build a profit
sharing institution. If you are
interested you may call or
write this paper care of Ted
R. Brown.
And when I was in New
York they . . .
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
P.M. HAS ADDED
Air Conditioning — Heating & Appliance ServiceTo Our Reliable Repair Alteration & Construction Service
CALL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE COMPANYGL 2-6681 3217 Summer Avenue
Hours 1:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and SundayReads for both White and Colored, No Appointment Necessary —Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.
Rev. Sister Gable is located permanently 11/2
 miles fromCity Limits of Collierville, Tennessee on
Hwy. 72, East of Town on Holly Springs Road
Look for cross in front of her House Trailer Home
Transportation from Memphis to Rev. Sis. GableTake the Yellow Cab Bus to Collierville.
BROTHER Mil
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3
REUBEN
WASHING rom
Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off
HUNKY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
CANE COLE
3 to Sign Off
0
farmers have migrated to
other sections of the coun
try. (USDA Photo)
UGA To Hold National Tourney
In Memphis On August 19-25
A Philadelphia, Pa. man was
elected president of the 30-
year-old United Golfers Asso-
ciation during its 16th Winter
Conference, held in Memphis
March 24-25. The new presi-
dent is Maxwell Stanford.
Other officers elected were
Nathaniel Jordan, of St. Louis,
Mo., first vice president; and
Miss Mary Campbell of Chi-
cago, secretary; and Franklin
T. Lett of Detroit is chairman
of the National Tournament
planning committee. •
The national tournament is
scheduled to be played herein Memphis the last week of
August.
Also discussed during t h e
winter conference was the
presence of Negro golfers in
the All-American Golf Classic
Welfare Director To Speak Al Assembly
Chester E. Stovall, director
of welfare in St. Louis, Mo.,
will address a general assem-
bly at LeMoyne College, Fri-
day, April 13. He Is married
to the former Miss Ashton
Ferguson who once taught at
LeMoyne.
Stovall is the first Negro
ever appointed to a top cabi-
net post in a St. Louis city ad-
ministration. He was ap-
pointed to the post in 1961
while serving as executive
secretary of the St. Louis
Council on Human Relations.
Invitational at Akron, Ohio
and admission of Negro Golf-
ers to the Professional Golfers
Association.
Elected President
Of Teachers' Group
Walter Washington, presi-
dent of Utica Junior College,
Utica, Miss., was elected
president of the Mississippi
Teachers Association during
its recent annual convention
held in Jackson, Miss. The est`.ganization has an active mem-bership of 8,000 teachers.
Washington succeeded 0. E
Jordan as president:
He is president of the South-
ern Region of Alpha P h
Alpha Fraternity.
COMPLETES COURSE AT
University of Tenn eeeee
Johnny R. Arnold, jr., pres-
ident of Arnold & Associates
completes course in Market-
ing at The University of
Tennessee Extension Class-
es. Arnold was the first Ne-
gro to Complete this Mark-
eting Course at The Univer-
sity of Tennessee.
SEE or CALL YOUR
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
and
WORLD FAMED MYSTIC SEER
REV. C. W. P. JEFFERSON
WILL BE IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEEALL THE MONTH OF MAY
Phone JA 7420/
Dreams interpreted --- Bles••d Amulet
P•ac• My People •-- W. Loy• So Much
431 Ea•t 4451, Street, Chleogo 53, Illinois
Phon• Riss Wo 4-0522 Bus. WA 1-2137
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call JAckson 6-8397
3 Lines For 2 Weeks .... 
.7d
AGENTS WANTED
429 South Main
10 MEN 10 WOMEN
apply
FULLER PRODUCTS
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
M•n-women, 18-52. Start high as$102.00 a week. Preparatory train-
ing until appointed. Thousands ofjobs open. Experi•nce usually un-
n•cessary. FREE information onjabs, salaries, requiremeint•. Writ*TODAY giving phone. LincolnService, Pekin Tit, Illinois.
FOR SALE
P,cli Up Paymsint• On
Fi•ncti Ploy
L.xing Room - Dining Roo"
Bedroom and Stitioo
Telephor• GL 8-8337
1056 MERCURY
Four-door, Power EoulpMent; take
up notes Phone e82-4134 - After 4:36PM
LAUNDERETTE FOR SALE
Choice Negro Location
Will Sacrifice
Low Equity
Call Mr. Page EL 7-3214
or FA 4-8823
HELP WANTED
15 GOOD WORKERS
Full or part time In Memphis. send
postcard with name. address, and
telephone to Dept. D; 141 S. Strat-
ford Drive;
TUCSON. A ft !ZONA
3 MEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
Age 58 - 46 Hush School Education
Men •ith sales experience preferrec
Must tie neat In appearance. Car is
Necessary. Able to furnish Bond
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to P.O. Box 311 — Milne
FOR RENT
1754 BISMARK
Newly decorated 3-Room Apartment
Stove. Refrigerator and Water fur-
nished. $12.60 Wk. MU 3-3902-
315 CAMBR1DOE
I Lane Furnished Room. Private
Bath, Heat Furnished. Use of Kitch-
en. Reasonable Price. WH 0-1151.
SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
•
1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
—.—
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397
CALLING 1
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St,
TYPISTS' HOMEWORKERSI MAKE
money at home, Mailers. 2 Madi-
son.
GREENCASTLE, INDIANA
3 Rooms •nd Bath. Water pd. Het
water. Rear.FPS Leath JA 14045
BARBEE LAKE - Fishing and Horse-back ridtng, MS Horn Lake RdIX 11-1008.
2 Rooms and Bath - Water pd. OasHeat. 3A 6-8045.
DUPLEXES FOR RENT3 Large Rooms We Bath241 N. McLain
$26 Per month
Apply: 138 North McClain
BR 0-2984
SAYE fin — Buy Thotisands of Itmesat wholesale. Send $1.00 (refundable,for large Illustrated catalog. Armoneof calitornta. PO. Box 31E7. Hollywood, California.
$10.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carver
Point Subdivision - Easy
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, s w i fu-
ming, hiking and just plain
living. Call me fur complete
information and pictures. Mrs.
Ruby Fent - BR 6-7090.
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
licensed & Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat.
826
BULLINGTON#
Do you need 3 or 4 bedrooms?
Or you can rent Out one aide
of this big house as an apart-
ment to Pep pay the notes. itPas • deep lot and garage, and
a very reasonable price. Let
us show you this highly desir-
able property. Call us today.
PAUL BRELAND
GL 8-7232
Realty FA 4-2061
282 N. MERTON
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. IV
-Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture.Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .Weekly Rates: $5 — $10
2 Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Sw1mming: 7500 ft.
Diving 
— Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3 Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with1200 sealing capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Corn petetive
Matches, Classes — Basing -. Community Programs4. 2
-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings 
— Classes — Forums —Conferences - Teas Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 — $10 — 25
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL •
back after atIong time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are- you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourageie
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to youjust as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow hos marked Whilehaven State Lln
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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